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ABSTRACT
Daoud, M., Ph.D. June 2019. Doctor of Philosophy.
Title: An Efficient and Reliable Drive System for Oil and Gas Recovery in Subsea
Applications.
Ph.D. Supervisor: Prof. Ahmed Massoud.
Adjustable Speed Drives (ASDs) in subsea/offshore oil and gas applications are
involved in several processes throughout production, transportation, and treatment
phases, as they supply pumps and compressors. Therefore, ASDs’ in subsea
applications have gone through continuous development. The currently existing
systems exhibit several energy-conversion challenges that negatively impact the
industry costs and green energy.

In order to improve the energy-conversion

efficiencies, this thesis, apparently, adopts a trend of using low-rating semiconductor
devices to handle medium-/high-voltage levels along the various drive system stages.
A trend that is believed, by the author, to become in the near future the foundation of
flexible, redundant, and compact energy-conversion in the majority of medium-/highvoltage power applications. This thesis proposes the employment of Modular
Multilevel Converters (MMCs) in MV-ASD applications in order to ease a
transformerless operation while handling medium voltages using low-rating
semiconductors. This, in return, reduces the system size and weight. The zero-/lowspeed operation of MMC-based ASDs (a main challenge of applying MMCs in ASDs)
is investigated in this thesis. The recent techniques proposed to improve operation
during those intervals, implement complex hardware/software approaches. To cope
with this issue, this thesis proposes multiphase machines for MMC-based AC-drives.
Among several advantages regarding the power splitting, multiphase machines provide
additional degrees of freedom compared to their three-phase counterparts. Novel
iii

exploitation to these additional degrees of freedom is proposed by injecting a secondary
current component in the load current with specific magnitude and frequency during
zero-/low-speed intervals enabling the drive system to function duly. Since the control
of these secondary components is already inherited in the current controller structure of
any multiphase machine, no additional algorithms or sensors will be required.
Moreover, a hybrid-boost MMC converter is proposed to boost the MMC output
voltage. The stepped output voltage generated by the MMC reduces or eliminates the
filtering requirements. The boosting capability of the proposed architecture eliminates
the need for bulky low-frequency transformers at the converter output terminals. In
order to enhance the drive output torque, a Trapezoidal Phase Disposition Pulse Width
Modulation Technique (TPD-PWM) is proposed in this thesis. Different slope angles
of the trapezoidal modulation signal are tested and compared to other modulation
techniques in order to select the angle with the best torque enhancement meanwhile
maintaining good Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) levels. Moreover, the adopted
modulation technique reduces the switching losses compared to the conventional
Sinusoidal-based PWM. Eventually, a series-connected Half-Bridge (HB) modules are
proposed as an Active Front End (AFE) rectifier for the drive system in order to
generate an adequate DC-link voltage for the medium-voltage drive system using lowrating semiconductor devices. The proposed techniques through this thesis have been
supported with both experimental and simulation results.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The biggest challenge of the 21st century is providing sufficient energy, food,
and water in order to encounter the increasing population and climate change threats.
In this context, oil and gas are considered the main energy supplies on the planet.
Despite the depletion of conventional oil and gas resources, tremendous resources are
expected to be available subsea. That has forced the companies to explore in harsher
locations and deeper water than currently reachable. Given those conditions, then lower
maintenance, higher reliability, and longer life cycles are needed.

1.1. Power Supply in Subsea Oil and Gas Applications
Practically, the production process, such as pumping (oil), and compression (gas),
requires employing different sorts of mechanical and electrical equipment. For instance,
in oil production, different types of pumps, such as Electrical Submersible Pumps
(ESPs) and multi-phase pumps, are used for extracting the oil from the reservoirs during
different recovery stages. ESPs are installed inside the well and immersed in the oil. It
is considered a pump-motor combination with limiting diameter to enhance the
capability of down-hole installation [1], [2]. The multi-phase pumps are not deployed
in the oil reservoir but installed on the seabed directly with conventional motor-pump
configuration; they can be employed with applications up to 5 MW. The multi-phase
term refers to the fluid passing through the pump, which can be gas, liquid or a
combination of both [3].
For subsea oil and gas production, the power supply system consists of two main stages,
onshore and offshore. The onshore stage includes the generation/rectification station,
whilst the offshore stage contains the drive system for pumps/compressors. Both
mechanical (i.e., gas turbines or reciprocating engine) and electrical ASDs have been
applied in subsea applications [4].
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ASDs are involved in the majority of the processes in the oil and gas industry such as
the production, storage, transportation, and gas treatment/liquefaction, as these
processes mainly depend on pumps and compressors. However, a low percentage of the
medium-voltage motors are, generally, controlled via variable speed medium-voltage
drives, as the main concern is the handling/control of high voltage levels [5].
The power converter is a basic part of the ASD, where higher efficiency and reliability
of the converter have been always sought to reduce the energy loss and enhance the
power quality at such high ratings. Therefore, the conventional Multilevel Converters
(MLCs), such as Neutral Point Clamped (NPC), flying capacitor, and Cascaded HalfBridge (CHB), were introduced in [6]–[11] as suitable candidates for medium-voltage
applications. Recently, MMCs have been developed as a replacement of the
conventional MLCs due to MMC’s several merits such as modularity which enable the
converter to handle high voltage levels with low-rating semiconductors, lower output
harmonic contents, high efficiency, lower switching frequencies, and elimination of
isolated input power supply [12]. MMC is a promising replacement in many
applications that encounter conventional MLCs bulkiness and complexity issues [3].
MMC was first introduced in 2003 [13], where its modularity is based on building a
large converter via combining cascaded building blocks which enables higher voltages
handling [14]. Over the last decade, there has been considerable research work studying
the development of the MMC regarding its operation, topology, applications, and
control [4].
1.2. Problem Statement
In subsea applications, the electrical drive system for seabed motor-compressor/motorpump combinations is commonly located offshore and topside on subsea Floating
Production Storage and Offloading (FPSO) vessels far from the seabed with distances
2

can reach up to 150 km [15]. Thus, the footprint and the weight of the applied ASD
system is a critical design criterion. Several technical requirements should be
considered for an optimal design, including:


Power density (MW/m3).



Specific power (MW/kg).



Footprint (m2/MW).



Efficiency.



Cost ($/MW).



Reliability (mean time to the first failure and mean time between failures in
years).

Commonly, these drive systems are operated at medium-voltage levels [16]; for
instance, the drive systems such as the ASC 1000 (4.16kV with 5MW), ASC 2000
(6.9kV with 1.6MW), ASC 6000 (3.3kV with 27MW), and PSC 8000 (6.6kV with
100MW) [16]. In these medium-voltage medium-/high-power drives, three main
components should be considered for proper design and operation, namely:


The power converters (DC/AC and AC/DC).



The electric machine.



The transformers and filters, particularly when considering long feeders.

Conventionally, a drive system containing Two-Level (2L)-Voltage Source Converter
(VSC) and three-phase Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM) or Induction
Motor (IM), as shown in Figure 1, is applied due to its simplicity.

3
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Figure 1. Conventional AC drive system structures

In that configuration, the harmonic content of the 2L-VSC output may interact with the
long cable characteristics causing parallel resonance, which may lead to high voltage
distortion levels [1]. In order to cope with this phenomenon, a large size passive
harmonic filter must be installed. In addition, the longer the cable is, the higher the
voltage drop [1]–[3], [17]. Long cables when associated with medium-voltage drives
reduce the motor lifetime due to the voltage stress on the winding insulation. In order
to reduce the voltage drop and transmission losses, typically the transmission voltage
should be raised up using low-frequency transformers [17]. The effect of the long cable
with submersible multiphase IMs was studied in [18], [19]. Such a drive system’s
peripherals affect negatively the motor torque, power density, specific power, footprint,
and reliability. Meanwhile, the reliability and fault tolerance of that system are
questioned as well. Thereafter, the three-phase drive system is usually duplicated as a
backup to reduce the downtime. Practically, in order to cope with the high voltage
ratings, a 2L-VSC with step-up transformers or a series-connected based 2L-VSCs can
be used, yet on the expense of efficiency, reliability, and footprint.
Therefore, such a drive system may require [5]:
1)

A bulky transformer at the converter output due to the limitations/unavailability of
high-voltage switching devices.

2)

A series connection operation of semiconductor devices.
4

3)

Filtering stages at the converter output.

4)

A high switching frequency operation to reduce the size of the output filter, hence
higher switching losses.

5)

A sensor-based motor control, which is a challenge for subsea applications.

These requirements negatively affect the drive system efficiency and reliability.
Therefore, solution is sought in this work to overcome their negative impact. However,
the sensor-based motor control will not be targeted in this work.
Moreover, the cost is the key player in the subsea industry’s investment, where the
weight of the system installed on a platform/vessel is a crucial factor. Therefore, any
reduction in platform weight leads to significant cost-cutting.
In order to enhance the power density, specific power, and footprint, a transformerless
and filterless operation is targeted. This can be achieved through multilevel converters,
which enhance the power quality and reduce the dv/dt stresses, enabling the deployment
of low-voltage semiconductor devices for handling higher voltage ratings. The NPC
and flying-capacitor converters affect system reliability due to the high number of
employed devices, in addition to the high complexity with increasing their levels.
Whilst CHB requires isolated input DC sources. Hence, the system power density and
specific power decrease. Alternatively, MMCs overcome the aforementioned
drawbacks and enhance the modularity and reliability using simple HB modules
without the need of isolated input supply. Moreover, the attainable stepped voltage
levels yield lower harmonic content and dv/dt, which eliminates/reduces the required
bulky passive components (i.e., the filter at the converter output terminals).
The power supply of the ASD is an extra challenge. Typically, AC transmission can be
used to supply the whole platform in case of short offshore distances and light loads.
However, High Voltage DC (HVDC) transmission is usually applied in case of longer
5

distances and higher loads due to economic reasons (lower losses than AC
transmission). Power supply to the ASD using rectification stage may require, as well,
bulky transformer stage.
This work aims to study the performance of the MMC for high-power medium-voltage
variable speed drives in subsea oil and gas industry. The main concerns of subsea drive
systems for oil and gas applications, that believed can be improved by using MMCs,
can be summarized as follows:


Low specific power, power density, and footprint due to the bulky volume of
the drive system employing bulky transformers and filters.



The drive system behavior under unbalance or faulty operations that affect
system reliability.



The effect of the long feeder on the delivered waveforms to the motor that
requires extra equipment such as filters.



The supply of adequate DC-link voltage.



Low switching frequency operation.

Therefore, an enhanced drive system that addresses these concerns in a simpler
approach may improve the overall efficiency and reliability significantly.
1.3. Research Objectives
The thesis seeks a simple and flexible offshore drive system, which is able to offer high
reliability and efficiency, meanwhile, reduce the footprint and cost. That is believed to
be achieved using modular systems were low-rating switching devices can handle
higher voltage levels. The thesis adopts an MMC-based ASD. As well, adopting a
series-connected low-rating HB module to provide adequate DC-link voltage for the
medium-voltage ASD. The proposed drive system is believed to fulfill some essential
features such as compact size, modularity, high-voltage handling capability,
6

transformerless operation, high quality of delivered waveforms, approximately
seamless operation with long feeders, and fault ride-through capability.
Those features may be highly attractive for oil and gas subsea drive systems due to:


Subsea industry is a high power application in the range of megawatts, therefore
developing an MMC-based drive system suits the high power nature of this
industry.



The high quality of the MMC outputs is expected to provide better performance
with the existence of long feeders between the drive system and the motor. The
high-quality output supports reducing the filter size at the motor side.



Elimination of the isolated DC power supplies (typically a transformer with
multiple secondary sides) in case of CHB-based drive system, as the MMC’s
HBs do not require isolated power supplies. This increases system efficiency,
power density, specific power, and reduces the footprint.



The proposed drive system is based on a multiphase machine. Hence, no
duplication is required for backup purposes, which reduces the drive system
specific power, power density, and cost. The number of cables is increased in
the proposed system, yet their cross-sectional areas are reduced for the same
machine rating.

This thesis proposes scientific-based approaches for the following challenges related to
utilizing MMC in subsea drive systems:


The zero-/low-speed operation of MMC-based drive systems.



The modulation of the MMC to provide higher output torque while maintaining
lower harmonic contents.



Eliminating the step-up transformer by boosting the MMC output voltage.
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The utilization of series-connected modules in designing an adequate AFE
rectifier for medium-voltage drive systems.

1.4. Thesis Contributions
This thesis focuses on the development of MMCs in motor/generator drive systems.
Adopting MMCs in ASDs has encountered several technical challenges. The main
contributions of the work conducted throughout this thesis can be summarized as
follows:


Providing a new technique to enable a full frequency range operation of the
MMC-based ASD. The new technique targets the starting/low-speed operation
of MMC-based high-power AC drive systems. It exploits the additional degrees
of freedom of a multiphase system. The proposed system eliminates extra
hardware devices and complex control solutions typically used in literature. The
multiphase operation inherently enhances the drive system reliability, which is
crucial for high-power applications. It also allows for a higher torque quality at
a lower switching frequency than three-phase systems.



Providing an MMC with high boosting capability using a lower number of
semiconductor switches that enables transformerless operation in mediumvoltage drives. A multiphase hybrid-boost MMC-based drive system is proposed.
The boosting ratio can reach up to kVdc by increasing the number of Full-Bridge
(FB)-SMs, where k is a positive integer.



Providing a series-connected HB modules-based AC-DC converter that has
boosting capability. The proposed AC-DC converter enables transformerless
operation capability with an AC-DC boosting gain of 2m, where m is the number
8

of the AC side phases. The proposed AC-DC converter provides an adequate
AFE that suits the medium-voltage drives’ DC-link requirements. This supports
employing relatively low-voltage rating semiconductor switches. Hence, the
complexity and challenges of series-connection of semiconductor devices are
avoided. In addition, each phase can be controlled independently, i.e., a modular
controller can be adopted, which reduces the complexity of the controller tuning.


A trapezoidal modulation technique is proposed for the MMC-base AC-ASDs.
It enhances the output torque at low THD levels. The modulation technique
provides optimum flattened-top flux distribution, inherited by the waveform
construction. The proposed modulation technique reduces switching losses, as
no switching needed during the steady flat period of the trapezoidal signal. The
proposed modulation provides better harmonic content in the output, through
controlling the rising time of the trapezoidal reference. The proposed
modulation involves simple algebraic implementation of the reference.



Hardware prototypes for the proposed techniques have been built to investigate
the proposed concepts experimentally.

1.5. Thesis Structure
This work is organized into seven chapters as per the following structure. Chapter 1
presents a brief introduction to research problems and objectives. Chapter 2 is a literature
review elucidating the development of the converter topologies in medium-voltage
applications up to MMCs. In that chapter, the mathematical model of MMC is presented.
Chapter 3 illustrates the main challenge that encounters the utilization of MMC in ASDs,
which is the zero-/low-speed operation. In that chapter, a new approach is proposed to
cope with that challenge and investigated using simulation and experimental results.
Chapter 4 introduces a modified hybrid-boost MMC as better utilization of MMCs in
9

ASDs. In that chapter, the converter concept is studied, and simulation and experimental
are presented. Chapter 5 studies the torque enhancement of the MMC-based drive
system using Trapezoidal Phase Disposition-Pulse Width Modulation (TPD-PWM)
technique. Chapter 6 proposes a series-connected HB-modules-based AC/DC converter
that suits the medium/high voltage application. In that chapter, the converter is
investigated for m-phase applications. Finally, the overall contribution and deliverables,
as well as the expected future work, are summarized in chapter 8. A representation of
the thesis structure is depicted on a typical drive system shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematic for thesis structure.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
High-power AC-ASDs have become the backbone of several industries and
renewable energy applications. Meanwhile, multilevel converters have been introduced
as promising candidates in high-power medium-voltage applications. Compared to
conventional two-level converters, the multilevel converters meet the high-power AC
ASDs’ requirements with enhanced performance [5], [20]. Recently, MMC has
emerged as a feasible option for high-power medium-/high-voltage applications thanks
to converter construction that yields modularity, lower output harmonic content, low
switching frequency, and transformer-less operation [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26].
This chapter reviews the construction, principle of operation, and modulation
techniques of MMC. In the following subsections, a comparison between MMC and
conventional converters is presented, as well as, the MMC mathematical model.
2.1. Power Converters Topologies
Due to the great development of the semiconductors devices over the last 50 years,
a numerous number of power converters have been introduced. A brief description of
the evolution of VSCs is presented in this section.
2.1.1. Conventional Two-Level VSC
The conventional 2L-VSC is shown in Figure 3. It is commonly used with low voltage
applications. The main disadvantages of this converter with medium/high voltage
applications are the limitations on increasing the voltage, high output harmonics, high
switching losses, and low fault tolerance capabilities [8]. Series-connected switching
devices, as well as transformers at the converter output, are the common procedure to
enable the utilization of this converter in medium-voltage applications, yet on the
expense of the converter reliability, size, and footprint.
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Figure 3. Two-level VSC.

2.1.2. Conventional Multilevel Converters
MLCs have attracted several power applications due to the high voltages handling
capability with minimum losses and output harmonic contents compared to the
conventional two-level converter [27]. There main conventional MLCs are the NPC,
the flying capacitor, and CHB converters [28], [29]. Each converter has its own
configuration and features. Conventional MLCs have common disadvantages such as
the bulky size at higher voltages, non-extendibility, and reduced fault management
capability [30].
A. Neutral Point Converter
The NPC was first introduced earlier in 1980 [7] where it represented the start of
multilevel converters that based on the modification of the conventional 2L-VSC. It has
been widely used in medium-voltage motor drive applications such as pumps and
conveyors. This topology has a capacitive voltage divider where its midpoint being
stabilized via clamping diodes [31], [32]. However, the structure may be extended to
12

any number of levels through increasing the number of capacitors and diodes. The NPC
is practically limited to three-level converter due to the difficulty of capacitor voltage
balancing and the requirement of a bulky output filter [8]. On the other hand, it has
advantages such as the small DC-link capacitor and simple structure [33]. Figure 4
shows the configuration of the NPC.

Figure 4. Three-Level Neutral Point Clamped MLC.

B. Flying Capacitor Converter
Years after the NPC, the flying capacitor MLC was introduced with different features.
This topology has sorted out some of the NPC converter drawbacks; however, it has
concerns relevant to low switching frequencies as the required capacitance inversely
increased with respect to the switching frequency, which makes it limited to specific
applications. Therefore, for low-frequency applications, NPC and CHB converters are
13

better candidates [34], [35]. In addition, with increasing the number of levels, a higher
number of capacitors is required; hence, the control complexity increases. Figure 5
illustrates the structure of the flying capacitor MLC [9], [36].

Figure 5. Three-Level Flying Capacitor MLC.

C. Cascaded H-Bridge Converter
The CHB-MLC is considered one of the most reliable topologies of MLCs. This
topology [10] is based on the concept of several series-connected single-phase HBs
[37]. The five-level CHB-MLC is one of the most commonly applied converters in the
oil and gas industry. However, the system requires a large number of isolated power
supplies that supply the HBs which increases the system cost, footprint, and reduces
power density [11], [38], [39]. CHB structure is shown in Figure 6.
CHB-MLC with isolated DC source, shown in Figure 6 is commonly used in the subsea
drive system, in order to increase the rating of the converter, and reduce the total
14

harmonic distortion of the output waveforms using low-rating switching devices [2],
[3]. The utilization of NPC and flying capacitors MLCs is not applicable for such an
application due to the complexity of the DC-link capacitors balancing with increasing
the number of levels [30].
The main concern of CHB-MLC is the need for an isolated input source for each cell,
which causes a bulky drive system. In [3], a single primary side, eighteen secondary
sides’ transformer is particularly manufactured for this application in order to supply
isolated source to a three-phase CHB-based ASD where each phase comprises 6 HBs,
then; as a result, a bulky transformer is anticipated. Moreover, the cascaded
configuration of the cells in each phase causes unbalanced output in case a fault occurs
at any of the semiconductor power devices. Furthermore, a large number of
semiconductor power devices and gate drives are presented, as each power cell consists
of a three-phase diode bridge rectifier, DC-link capacitor, and single phase bridge using
four switching devices.
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Figure 6. Cascaded H-bridge MLC.

2.2. MMC Structure
MMC is a modular-style converter that is suitable for medium-/high-power applications
[40]–[45]. It was first introduced in [13] and mainly consisted of an arbitrary number
of identical basic building blocks called SMs. Several configurations for the SM
structure can be found in literature [26], [46]. The most common SM structures are HBand FB-SMs. HB-SM is the simplest as it yields a low number of switching device,
hence lower switching losses; in addition to reduced control complexity. Yet, in grid
and HVDC applications, FB-SM is the most common due to its DC fault blocking
capability. In case of HB-SM, each SM contains an HB circuit (two semiconductor
switches) with a capacitor that determines the voltage across the switches [30]. Figure
16

7 shows the typical MMC structure. The output of the SM is either equal to the capacitor
voltage (on-state) or equal to zero (off-state). Table 1 shows the possible switching
states of MMC’s SMs. Each phase-leg has two stacks of SMs (upper and lower) called
arms where each arm contains N-1 SMs, considering N is the number of converter
levels. The higher the number of the SMs, the lower the output harmonic distortion is.
The MMC structure allows low switching frequency of the SM’s, reaching switching
frequencies at the fundamental frequency in some applications [47].

Figure 7. N-level n-phase MMC.
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Table 1. SM’s Output States

vsm

S1

S2

vc

on

off

0

off

on

2.2.1. MMC Submodule Configurations
The output of each SM forms the overall MMC’s output. Instantaneously, selected SMs
are inserted in each arm based on the desired instantaneous value of arm voltage.
Therefore, changing the SM topology will lead to changes in the output waveforms
[21]. The main SM’s configurations studied in literature are briefed in Figure 8, such
as two-level SMs HB and FB [48]; as well as three-level SMs such as diode clamped
SM, flying capacitor SM [22], [49], clamp-double SM [48], and mixed cells [50], [51].
The two-level SM comprises one capacitor with 𝑣𝑠𝑚 = 𝑉𝑐 at on-state. The voltage will
appear across cell output terminals if its capacitor is included in the arm current path
while zero voltage will appear if its capacitor is bypassed.
The three-level cells are eligible to deliver three-level voltage [0, 𝑉𝑐1 or 𝑉𝑐2, 𝑉𝑐1 + 𝑉𝑐2]
as they contain two capacitors. Zero output is obtained by bypassing entire SM. Whilst
inserting one capacitor and bypassing the other leads to an output voltage of 𝑉𝑐1 or 𝑉𝑐2.
Inserting both leads to an output voltage of 𝑉𝑐1 + 𝑉𝑐2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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(f)
Figure 8. Submodule topologies: (a) HB, (b) FB, (c) neutral point clamp, (d) flying
capacitor, (e) clamp-double, (f) mixed cell.

2.2.2. MMC Mathematical Model
MMC behavior is depicted in this section through mathematical modeling. The
mathematical model interprets some concerns related to MMC operation such as SM’s
capacitor voltage and circulating currents.
At any instant for an N-level MMC, the total number of operated SMs per arm is N-1.
The number of on-state SMs per arm is determined by the modulation technique.
The MMC output AC current is given as in (2.1) [52].
𝑖𝑜,𝑗 = 𝑖𝑢,𝑗 − 𝑖𝑙,𝑗

(2.1)

where 𝑖𝑜,𝑗 is the phase-j output current, and 𝑖𝑢,𝑗 and 𝑖𝑙,𝑗 are the currents flowing in upper
and lower arms of phase-j, respectively.
Circulating currents are produced internally and flow between the phases’ arms and the
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DC-link as well. The voltage ripples of the capacitors cause circulating currents to flow
between the phase leg and the DC supply with a frequency twice the fundamental.
Another source of circulating currents is the variation of the voltage levels in case of a
multiphase converter, which imposes a circulating current at the switching frequency
[10]. An expression for the circulating current is given in (2.2).
𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐,𝑗 =

𝑖𝑢,𝑗 + 𝑖𝑙,𝑗 𝑖𝑑𝑐
−
2
𝑛

(2.2)

where 𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐,𝑗 is the circulating current of phase-j, 𝑖𝑑𝑐 is the DC-link input current, and n
is the number of MMC phases.
The upper and lower arms currents in each phase are given by (2.3) and (2.4).
𝑖𝑢,𝑗 =

𝑖𝑜,𝑗
𝑖𝑑𝑐
+ 𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐,𝑗 +
𝑛
2

(2.3)

𝑖𝑙,𝑗 =

𝑖𝑜,𝑗
𝑖𝑑𝑐
+ 𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐,𝑗 −
𝑛
2

(2.4)

The voltages of upper and lower arms, by applying Kirchhoff’s law, can be given by
(2.5) and (2.6).
𝑁

𝑣𝑢,𝑗

𝑑𝑖𝑢,𝑗
𝑉𝑑𝑐
𝑖
𝑖
=
− 𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑚,𝑗
− 𝑣𝑜,𝑗 = ∑ 𝑥𝑢,𝑗
𝑣𝑠𝑚,𝑢,𝑗
2
𝑑𝑡

(2.5)

𝑖=1
𝑁

𝑣𝑙,𝑗

𝑑𝑖𝑙,𝑗
𝑉𝑑𝑐
𝑖
𝑖
=
− 𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑚,𝑗
+ 𝑣𝑜,𝑗 = ∑ 𝑥𝑙,𝑗
𝑣𝑠𝑚,𝑙,𝑗
2
𝑑𝑡

(2.6)

𝑖=1

where x is the index of inserted SMs in each arm (x=1 if SM inserted, x=0 if not), 𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑚,𝑗
is the arm inductance, 𝑉𝑑𝑐 is the DC-link voltage, and 𝑣𝑠𝑚,𝑗 is the SM’s output voltage.
Therefore, an expression for any SM’s capacitor can be given by (2.7).
𝐶𝑠𝑚

𝑖
𝑑𝑣𝑠𝑚,𝑢,𝑙,𝑗
𝑖
= 𝑥𝑢,𝑙,𝑗
𝑖𝑢,𝑙,𝑗
𝑑𝑡

(2.7)

where 𝐶𝑠𝑚 is the capacitance of the corresponding SM. A relation between the output
current and controlled SM voltages can be given by subtracting (2.5) and (2.6) as given
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in (2.8).
𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑚,𝑗 (

𝑑𝑖𝑢,𝑗 𝑑𝑖𝑙,𝑗
𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑚,𝑗 𝑑𝑖𝑜,𝑗 −𝑣𝑢,𝑗 + 𝑣𝑙,𝑗
−
)=
=
− 𝑣𝑜,𝑗
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
2
𝑑𝑡
2

(2.8)

Another relation between the circulating currents and controlled SM voltages can be
given by adding (2.5) and (2.6) as given in (2.9).
𝑖𝑑𝑐
𝑑(𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐,𝑗 + 𝑛
) 𝑉𝑑𝑐 𝑣𝑢,𝑗 + 𝑣𝑙,𝑗
𝑑𝑖𝑢,𝑗 𝑑𝑖𝑙,𝑗
𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑚,𝑗 (
+
) = 𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑚,𝑗
=
−
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
2
2

(2.9)

Hence, based on (2.8) and (2.9), it can be shown that controlling the term 𝑣𝑜𝑐 =
−𝑣𝑢,𝑗 +𝑣𝑙,𝑗
2

can drive the output current, while controlling the term 𝑣𝑐𝑐 =

𝑣𝑢,𝑗 +𝑣𝑙,𝑗
2

can drive

the circulating current. For instance, to eliminate circulating current, the term
𝑣𝑢,𝑗 +𝑣𝑙,𝑗
2

must be zero, that means 𝑣𝑢,𝑗 = 𝑣𝑙,𝑗 =

𝑉𝑑𝑐
2

𝑉𝑑𝑐
2

−

. As well, from (2.8), the maximum

output voltage can be obtained by inserting all lower SMs, and vice versa.
When a certain SM is inserted, the arm current will charge/discharge the capacitor of
that SM. Hence capacitor ripples take place. In order to have a balanced MMC
operation, the sum of the upper and lower arms average voltages must be equal to the
input DC voltage. In order to have an average model of the MMC, hence the arm
voltages can be express by (2.10) and (2.11).
𝑉𝑢,𝑗 = 𝑋𝑢,𝑗

𝑉𝑑𝑐
𝑁−1

(2.10)

𝑉𝑙,𝑗 = 𝑋𝑙,𝑗

𝑉𝑑𝑐
𝑁−1

(2.11)

where X is the number of inserted SMs, and 𝑋𝑢,𝑗 + 𝑋𝑙,𝑗 = 𝑁 − 1, where N is the number
of converter levels.
In order to ensure proper balanced operation, the number of the inserted modules per
arm must be controlled. Therefore, expressions for the upper and lower number of
∗
∗
inserted SMs (X) in terms of reference control voltages 𝑣𝑐𝑐
and 𝑣𝑜𝑐
can be written as
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(2.12) and (2.13).
𝑋𝑢,𝑗 = (𝑁 − 1)

∗
∗
𝑣𝑐𝑐
− 𝑣𝑜𝑐
𝑉𝑑𝑐

(2.12)

𝑋𝑙,𝑗 = (𝑁 − 1)

∗
∗
𝑣𝑐𝑐
+ 𝑣𝑜𝑐
𝑉𝑑𝑐

(2.13)

where the reference voltages can be set as:
∗
𝑣𝑐𝑐
=

𝑉𝑑𝑐
2

∗
𝑣𝑜𝑐
= 𝑉𝑚 cos(𝜔𝑡)

(2.14)
(2.15)

From (2.7), the capacitor voltage of the upper or lower arm can be expressed as in
(2.16).
𝐶𝑠𝑚

𝑑𝑉𝑢,𝑙,𝑗
= 𝑋𝑢,𝑙,𝑗 𝑖𝑢,𝑙,𝑗
𝑑𝑡

(2.16)

Both arm currents and insertion index are fundamental frequency periodic components,
where their product generates ripples in the capacitor voltages with a double frequency
component.
2.2.3. The Circulating current
Circulating current is a current that flows in the MMC arms without flowing in the
output. Capacitor voltage ripples are sources of circulating current, inducing a doublefundamental frequency component. As well, the switching between the phase levels
induces circulating current, yet at the switching frequency.
Applying Kirchhoff’s law within one-phase yields:
𝑉𝑢,𝑗 + 𝑉𝑙,𝑗 + 𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑚,𝑗 (

𝑑𝑖𝑢,𝑗 𝑑𝑖𝑙,𝑗
+
) = 𝑉𝑑𝑐
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

(2.17)

Hence,
𝑖𝑜,𝑗
𝑖𝑜,𝑗
𝑖𝑑𝑐
𝑖𝑑𝑐
𝑑( 𝑛
+ 𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐,𝑗 + 2 ) 𝑑( 𝑛
+ 𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐,𝑗 − 2 )
𝑉𝑢,𝑗 + 𝑉𝑙,𝑗 + 𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑚,𝑗 (
+
) = 𝑉𝑑𝑐
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

(2.18)
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𝑖

where 𝑑 ( 𝑑𝑐
) = 0.
𝑛
Therefore, a dynamic expression for the circulating current can be given as (2.19).
𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐,𝑗
2𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑚,𝑗 (
) = 𝑉𝑑𝑐 − (𝑉𝑢,𝑗 + 𝑉𝑙,𝑗 )
𝑑𝑡

(2.19)

As mentioned before, it is clear that the voltage inducing the circulating current results
from the difference between the DC-link voltage and sum of upper and lower arms’
voltage.

2.2.4. MMC Modulation Techniques
There are several modulation techniques for MMC switching proposed in literature.
The main modulation techniques can be classified as:
A. Sinusoidal Phase Disposition
This technique [42], [53], [54] uses N triangular carrier waveforms with the same
frequency and amplitude displaced symmetrically along the desired output phase
voltages to separately control each phase leg, as shown in Figure 9, taking a 5-level
MMC as an example. The comparison between the carriers and the reference
waveforms define the on/off states of the SMs of each phase by determining the number
of SMs to be used within the upper and lower arms. When the reference voltage of the
upper arm is at rated positive voltage, all upper SMs are set on with lower ones set to
zero, and vice versa in case of rated negative voltage. Figure 10 shows the number of
required SMs to obtain the desired voltage.
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Figure 9. PD modulation technique of 5-level MMC.

Figure 10. Insertion indices of upper and lower arms of phase-a of 5-level MMC.

B. Third-Harmonic Injection (THI) Phase Disposition
In order to increase the fundamental component of the MMC output while avoiding
overmodulation, a third harmonic component can be added to the reference in the PD
modulation technique [26]. In this case, introducing a third harmonic component of 1/6
peak compared to fundamental will increase the output fundamental by 15%
approximately.

C. Phase Shifted Carrier-Based PWM
This technique [53] controls each SM separately. Each SM has a dedicated triangle
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carrier with the same frequency, yet with a phase shift of 2π/(N-1), that is compared
with the SM voltage reference. This technique improves harmonic content and
controllability. The main limitations of this modulation technique are its complexity
compared to the other modulation techniques and the higher switching losses.
D. Nearest Level Modulation (NLM)
This technique [55], [56] approximates the reference voltage into levels which represent
the number of the SMs in each arm. Therefore, no carriers are needed and no switching
frequency which reduces the switching losses and makes this technique easier to
implement. This technique is only recommended with a high number of levels in order
to provide a low harmonic content in the output. Figure 11 shows the NLM technique
for a 5-level MMC, whilst Figure 12 shows the insertion indices.

2.2.5. Voltage Balancing Techniques
Following the modulation process, where the insertion indices can be determined, the
role of capacitors’ voltage balancing algorithms must be considered. Proper voltage
balancing can be obtained by assigning the proper switching pulses to the
corresponding SM in upper and lower arms. Several techniques have been proposed in
literature [26], [42], [57], [58] employing both sensor-based and sensorless approaches.
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Figure 11. NLM technique of 5-level MMC.

Figure 12. Insertion indices of upper and lower arms using NLM.

A. Sensor-based Balancing Approach
The most common sensor-based voltage balancing technique is based on sorting
algorithms [30], [58]. The on/off state of each SM in the same arm is determined based
on the direction of the current in the arm, the voltage level on each SM’s capacitor, and
the number of the required SM in each arm according to the insertion indices.
Therefore, the measurements of the capacitor voltage of each SM and the arm current
are essential measurements. For instance, if a new SM is to be inserted in the upper
arm, then if the direction of the arm current is positive, then the algorithm will switch
on the SM with the lowest capacitor voltage to charge it, and vice versa in case of
negative current direction. Therefore, based on the required number of output voltage
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levels, then the number of connected or disconnected SMs can be determined. The
flowchart in Figure 13 depicts the applied capacitors’ balancing algorithm.

Figure 13. Sensor-based sorting algorithm.

B. Sensor-less Balancing Approach
In sensorless approaches [59], [52], enable-pulses are swapped among the arm involved
switching devices each fundamental cycle in a sequence that achieves the balancing
target. These pulses, for each involved SM in each arm, are extracted using any of the
aforementioned modulation techniques.
For instance, in a five-level MMC, based on Figure 14(a), the upper arm voltage is
compared with four carrier signal with a frequency of (fsw) and displaced symmetrically
along the upper arm voltage reference to generate the swapping pulses (P1 to P4) as
shown in Figure 14(b). Based on the extracted pulses (P1 to P4) in each arm, and enable
signals (E1 to E4) which are synchronized with the arm voltage reference cycles, a
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software-based logic concept is implemented to obtain the sensor-less switching pattern
for the presented MMC. The balancing algorithm, depicted in Figure 14(c), provides a
swapping technique that ensures equal average charge on all the capacitors, hence
sensor-less balanced operation.

(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 14. Sensorless voltage balancing (a) comparing upper arm voltage reference
with the carrier, (b) the corresponding swapping pulses, (c) sensorless swapping
technique per each arm.
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2.2.6. How Conventional HB-SM-Based MMC works
Conventional HB-SM-based MMCs have no boosting capability as the peak of the
generated AC voltage can be controlled up to 50% of the input DC voltage, as shown
in Figure 15. In the conventional HB-MMC, each arm of the N-level MMC consists of
(N-1) SMs. The capacitors of all SMs are pre-charged to Vdc/(N-1), where Vdc is the
input DC voltage.

(a)

(b)
Figure 15. Per-leg basic operation of the conventional MMC at a unity modulation
index (M=1) (a) architecture and (b) voltage balancing.
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The arm voltage of the conventional MMC is controlled to generate a unipolar voltage
ranging from zero to Vdc, which enables controlling the peak of the generated AC
voltage up to 0.5Vdc. The per-leg operation of the conventional HB-MMC is shown in
Figure 15(a). The SMs capacitors voltages should be kept balanced by applying a
proper voltage balancing technique [42], as shown in Figure 15(b). The number of
involved SMs in upper and lower arms (Nupper and Nlower respectively) can be obtained
using one of the aforementioned PWM techniques, such as PD, or NLM [6], [42], as in
Figure 15(b).

2.3. Multiphase Machine Drives
Multiphase machines have emerged as prominent competitors to the familiar threephase counterparts due to the evolution of Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) and power
converters. A multiphase machine drive is a drive system where a machine with stator
phases higher than three is used. The multiphase machine is usually supplied using a
multiphase power converter. The first multiphase machine drive was introduced in 1969
when a five-phase machine was used [60]. In the late 20th century, the merits of the
multiphase machines started to flourish and fulfill the needs of several applications.
Multiphase machine drives have provided several merits including the following:


Fault-tolerance capabilities that ease post-fault operation without additional
hardware.



Lower torque ripples.



Low per-phase requirements for same machine rating compared to three-phase
machines.



Additional degrees of freedom, which allows controlling flexibility when
compared to three-phase counterparts.
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Therefore, the high fault tolerance emerges as a salient feature of multiphase machines.
Thus, multiphase machines have become the target of several industrial applications,
mainly the critical ones such as aircraft actuators [61], oil and gas industry, ship
propulsion systems [62], and electric vehicles [63]. The multiphase machines inevitably
enhance the drive system reliability, which is crucial in high-power applications. That
is, multiphase machines have become more competitive to three-phase counterparts in
those applications. In both options, the machine and the converter are not commonly
available in the market and needed to be designed, in addition, three phase systems
require multi-parallel converters to handle the high current, which makes it easier to
design a multiple three-phase machine with one stator. The additional subspaces offered
by multiphase machines have been used in the literature [63] to extract operational
advantages which are less feasible using conventional three-phase ASD; such as faulttolerant operation [64], [65], motors braking [66], and fault detection [67]. Furthermore,
multiphase machines produce lower torque ripples and per-phase power requirements
(voltage or current) compared to similar power-rated three-phase counterparts. The
most common multiphase machines comprise multiple three-phase windings or an odd
number of windings which is not a multiple of three. In this thesis, the five-phase system
is adopted.
In the next chapters, thesis contributions are discussed.
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CHAPTER 3: ZERO-/LOW-SPEED OPERATION OF MMC-BASED DRIVE
SYSTEMS
High-power motor drives in a range of tens of megawatts such as oil and gas
compressors, and extra-large motors used in pumped hydro-storage are more sensitive
to harmonics content, switching frequency, and energy efficiency compared to low/medium-voltage counterparts [68]. For instance, the adjustable-speed pumped-storage
generation system of the Kansai Electric Power’s Okawachi Power Plant was built of
800 MW capacity, and currently, the overall capacity reached approximately 1300 MW
[69]. Therefore, employing MMC in such applications can be efficient. However, the
main challenge of using MMC in drive systems is the applications that require rated
torque at low speed, since the SM capacitor voltage ripples are inversely proportional
to the phase current frequency.
3.1. Zero-/low-speed operation of MMC-based ASDs
Investigating various possible solutions for conventional three-phase MMC-based drive
systems, was the target of several works in the available literature [70]–[81] using
hardware and/or software approaches.
In [70], a hardware configuration consisting of a semiconductor device in series and a
snubber circuit in parallel with the DC-link are added to the MMC in order to lower the
capacitor voltage ripple at low-speed operation. The topology was experimentally
verified on an RL load, where 12% voltage ripples were obtained at 5 Hz operating
frequency. Another hardware connection was proposed in [71] using a cross-connected
SMs branch that connects the upper and lower arms. In [74], another cross-connected
topology is proposed using FB modules connected over the conventional HB-SMs to
ensure power balance among the three phases during starting. This topology was
experimentally tested on an RL load at switching frequency of 4 kHz. In [75], MMC
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IM drive was operated at rated torque and a frequency range starting above half of the
nominal frequency by adjusting the circulating currents to average the capacitors
voltages around the same level.
Whilst [76]–[79] use circulation current and Common Mode Voltage (CMV) to inject
a current component that enables a balanced power flow between upper and lower arms.
In [76], a PMSM was experimentally tested on a speed range from zero to 240 rpm,
whilst in [77] a three-phase IM was employed. In [78], a five-level three-phase MMC
with an RL load was investigated. The voltage ripples were 8% at operating and
switching frequencies of 10 Hz and 10 kHz, respectively. A three-phase IM was
operated from zero speed to rated speed in [79]. A circulating current of square
waveform was used in [80] to reduce the current peak. Hence, the losses and arm
inductor size will be reduced. In [81], the same objective was proposed using a
trapezoidal current waveform. An optimized circulation current injection method was
shown effective to maintain voltage ripples within defined limits while avoiding higher
circulating currents [81]. In [72], the capacitor average voltage was reduced at low
speeds to tolerate the ripples with the capacitor rating. In [73], a capacitor voltage
control strategy was introduced based on changing the DC and AC components of the
modulating signals according to the capacitor voltage level at the full speed range. A
back-to-back MMC configuration has been used in [82] to drive a three-phase IM from
zero up to rated speed. It connects the AC supply to the motor using an intermediate
current component between both MMCs to control the machine-side MMC. These
approaches involve either more hardware complexity to the system or more stresses to
the converter branches due to the injected circulation current or CMV. It is worth
mentioning that the starting issues of MMC-based AC-ASDs are less significant for fan
and pumping loads in high-power applications, where the torque is proportional to the
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square of motor speed [75], [83]. Based on the given literature, it may be concluded
that either the starting or the low-frequency operation of MMC-based AC-ASD has
only been achieved at the expense of extra hardware devices or complex control
algorithms.
Aiming at finding a simple approach to the zero-/low-speed operation of MMC-based
AC-ASDs while eliminating the need for extra hardware/software solutions, this
chapter proposes an approach for multiphase machine-based drive systems. Multiphase
machines possess additional degrees of freedom providing additional variables in
different subspaces. For instance, an n-phase IM with isolated neutral possesses (n-1)
degrees of freedom, whereas only two are required to control torque and flux. This
feature means more operational flexibility. The use of MMC-based multiphase AC
ASD was firstly introduced in [54]. Two series-connected three-phase MMCs were
used to drive an asymmetrical six-phase IM with two series-connected DC-link
capacitors. The voltage drift between the series-connected DC-link capacitors has been
eliminated by controlling the secondary x-y current components.
In this chapter, a three-level five-phase MMC prototype is employed to drive a fivephase IM, investigating both zero-/low-frequency and full range operations including
starting and steady-state. Using five-phase IM does not imply extra hardware at the
same mean used for other techniques in literature. In literature, extra switching devices,
snubber circuits, and back-to-back converters are installed dedicatedly to the core
converter to overcome the zero-/low-frequency issues. On the other hand, a five-phase
machine with a five-leg converter is already a well-established standalone system in
many industries due to its advantages, mentioned above, on system performance
compared to the three-phase system (regardless the converter type). The proposed
system configuration is based on the conventional MMC topology shown in Figure 7.
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A prototype for the entire IM-based AC drive system was built to investigate the
proposed concept experimentally.
The main contributions of this work can be summarized as:


Introducing for the first time a new technique for the starting/low-speed
operation of MMC-based high-power drive systems by exploiting the additional
degrees of freedom of a multiphase system.



The proposed system eliminates extra hardware devices and complex control
solutions typically used in literature.

The salient merits of the proposed technique compared to control-based techniques
stated in literature can be summarized as:


The control of the zero-/low-speed operation becomes easier, as the proposed
technique uses only the output load current to perform balancing during zero/low-speed intervals without involving the circulating current or CMV.



It utilizes a lower number of current sensors (only the load current sensors are
enough, i.e., 4 current sensors in case of five-phase IM).



The proposed controller is designed to maintain the output current during
injection periods within the machine rated current. Hence no increase in the
converter rating is required.

3.2. Higher number of levels vs. higher number of phases of MMC-based
drives
The selection of MMC number of levels is a trade-off. It is based on the required power,
voltage, and the availability of switching devices. The higher the number of levels, the
lower the rating of the required switching devices is. In medium-voltage drives, the
required power and rated voltages are relatively high. Thereafter, either a higher
number of levels or high rating switching devices are essential, providing that there are
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limitations of switching devices rating. Yet, the combination of MMC and multiphase
drives has been never addressed before in literature. Multiphase drives have exhibited
prominent merits in medium-voltage applications such as reliability enhancement,
lower per phase power requirement, and higher torque quality. For illustration, a
comparison between the performance and hardware requirements of a Five-phase
Three-level (5ph-3L) and Three-Phase Five-Level (3ph-5L) MMC-based drive systems
is conducted in this section. The goal of the comparison is inferring that increasing the
number of phases of an MMC-based drive is equivalent to increasing the number of
levels of a conventional three-phase MMC drive. Yet, the multiphase system introduces
lower hardware requirements in addition to the notably improved performance. The
steady-state performance of both systems is investigated using MATLAB/Simulink.
The comparison is carried out for two IMs with same rated phase current and MMCs’
stored energy. Simulation parameters are given in Table 2 [18].
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Table 2. Simulation Parameters
IM I

IM II

(3-phase)

(5-phase)

Rated phase voltage (V)

4000

2400

Rated power (hp)

850

850

Rated torque (N.m)

4000

4000

Frequency (Hz)

50

50

Full-load phase current (A)

59

59

Rated speed (rpm)

1475

1475

Stator resistance rs (Ω)

0.858

0.5148

Stator leakage inductance Ls (mH)

17.68

10.61

Rotor referred first component resistance rrαβ (Ω)

0.686

0.4116

Rotor referred third component resistance rrxy (Ω)

0.36

0.216

Rotor referred first component inductance Lrαβ (mH)

14.35

8.61

Rotor referred third component inductance Lrxy (mH)

7.54

4.523

Magnetizing first component inductance LMαβ (mH)

864.75

518.85

Magnetizing third component inductance LMxy (mH)

78.167

46.9

No. of poles

4

4

DC-link (kV)

11.333

6.8

Switching Frequency (Hz)

1000

1000

Table 3 illustrates the hardware requirements for each drive system in order to deliver
the same phase current and energy stored in the capacitors. The 5ph-3L MMC-based
drive requires eight Insulated-Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBTs) and four capacitors
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fewer than the 3ph-5L system. In this example, the IGBT rating of 5ph-3l is slightly
higher. However, increasing the number of levels will lower the rating of switching
devices of the five-phase system. For instance, for a 5ph-5L MMC, an IGBT of 1700 V
rating is required compared to 1890 V for a 3ph-7L MMC. In order to maintain equal
energy storage in 5ph-3L and 3ph-5L MMCs, 2.4 and 2.88 mF SM capacitors are used
respectively, providing that the number of the capacitors are 20 and 24, respectively.
The 5ph-3L MMC drive requires ten arm inductors of 1.8 mH, compared to six
inductors of 3 mH for the 3ph-5L MMC. Both systems require a similar number of
sensors. The comparison of hardware requirements distinguishes the five-phase system
as a better candidate. It requires a lower number of semiconductor switches and
capacitors (representing the major cost of the converter) of the same rating compared
to those used in the three-phase system approximately, as well, it already provides
salient advantages such as lower torque ripples and fault tolerance capabilities. Yet, it
requires a higher number of arm inductors compared to three-phase systems.
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Table 3. Comparison between requirements of 3ph-5L MMC and 5ph-3L MMC
3ph-5L MMC

5ph-3L MMC

Phases No.

3

5

Levels No.

5

3

1 kHz

1 kHz

Phase current amplitude

81 A

81 A

Phase voltage amplitude

5666.67 V

3400 V

11333.33 V

6800 V

8 per arm

4 per arm

Total = 8 x (6 arms) =

Total = 4 x (10 arms) =
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40

Voltage rating of IGBTs

2833.33 V

3400 V

Current rating of IGBTs

60 A

60 A

8.16 MVA

8.16 MVA

4 per arm, Total = 24

2 per arm, Total = 20

2833.33 V

3400 V

2.88 mF

2.4 mF

277.44 kJ

277.44 kJ

6

10

3 mH

1.8 mH

Voltage sensors No.

24

20

Current sensors No.

6

10

30

30

Switching Frequency

DC link Voltage
IGBTs
IGBTs No.

Total VA for IGBTs
Capacitors
Capacitors No.
Voltage rating of Caps.
Capacitance value
Total Energy Storage
Inductors
Arm Inductors No.
Arm Inductors
Sensors

Total Number of sensors

The simulation results are shown in Figure 16. The phase currents are shown in Figure
16(a) with a THD of 6% and 4% for 3ph-5L and 5ph-3L MMCs respectively. The phase
voltages of both systems are shown in Figure 16(b). Both comprise fifteen voltage
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levels. The α-β currents are shown in Figure 16(c) and (d) with a THD of 6% and 2.7%
respectively. The delivered torques are shown in Figure 16(e). The 5ph-3L MMC
system delivers lower torque ripples of 7%, compared to 11% in case of the 3ph-5L
system. Figure 16 shows that 5ph-3L MMC system exhibits improved phase currents,
torque-producing currents (α-β), and torque. The capacitors voltages of phase ‘a’ SMs
for both systems are shown in Figure 16(f). The capacitors voltage ripples in both
systems are approximately the same of 2%. The MMC phase to mid-point voltages of
phase ‘a’ is shown in Figure 16(g). The 3ph-5L voltage consists of five levels with a
voltage step of ±2833.33 V; whilst the 5ph-3L voltage consists of three levels with a
voltage step of ±3400 V. The speed is shown in Figure 16(h).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 16. Simulation results. Comparison of the performance of the 5ph-3L and 3ph5L MMCs, (a) phase current, (b) phase voltages, (c) α-β currents of 3ph-5L MMC,
(d) α-β currents of 5ph-3L MMC, (e) output torque, (f) SMs’ capacitors voltage, (g)
phase to MMC midpoint voltages, (h) motor speed.

3.3. Effect of Operating Frequency on MMC Capacitor Voltage
In each phase of an MMC, the active power absorbed/released by upper and lower arms
is responsible for charging/discharging of SMs’ capacitors. Therefore, the average
active power consumed by each arm must be zero to ensure balanced converter
operation.
For instance, the instantaneous power, voltage, and current of an upper arm in MMC
are expressed by (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) respectively (neglecting the voltage drop on the
arm inductances) [79].
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𝑝𝑢,𝑗 = 𝑣𝑢,𝑗 𝑖𝑢,𝑗
𝑉𝑑𝑐
− 𝑣𝑜,𝑗
2

(3.2)

𝑖𝑜,𝑗
+ 𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐,𝑗
2

(3.3)

𝑣𝑢,𝑗 =
𝑖𝑢,𝑗 =

(3.1)

where 𝑉𝑑𝑐 is the DC-link voltage, 𝑣𝑜,𝑗 and 𝑖𝑜,𝑗 are the phase-j output voltage and
current, respectively, and 𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐,𝑗 is the circulating current between the DC-link and
phase-j.
The output phase voltage and current of the proposed MMC can be expressed as (3.4)
and (3.5).
𝑣𝑜,𝑗 = 𝑉𝑚 sin(𝜔𝑡)

(3.4)

𝑖𝑜,𝑗 = 𝐼𝑚 sin(𝜔𝑡 − 𝜑)

(3.5)

where 𝑉𝑚 and 𝐼𝑚 are the peak voltage and current, respectively, ω is the stator
synchronous angular velocity, and φ is the displacement factor angle.
Assuming an input-output power balance scheme for the MMC, hence:

𝑉𝑑𝑐 𝐼𝑑𝑐
= 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 {𝑣𝑜,𝑗 𝑖𝑜,𝑗 }
5
= 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 {

𝑉𝑚 𝐼𝑚 cos(𝜑) 𝑉𝑚 𝐼𝑚 cos(2𝜔𝑡 − 𝜑)
−
}
2
2
=

𝑉𝑚 𝐼𝑚 cos(𝜑)
2

(3.6)

where 𝐼𝑑𝑐 is the mean of the input DC current.
Thus, the circulating current magnitude (assuming a well-suppressed double frequency
component, and considering only the DC component) can be given as (3.7).
𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐,𝑗 =

𝐼𝑑𝑐 𝑉𝑚 𝐼𝑚 cos(𝜑)
=
5
2𝑉𝑑𝑐

(3.7)

Therefore, the upper arm current, which indicates the SM’s switching devices current
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rating, is expressed as (3.8).
𝑖𝑢,𝑗 =

𝐼𝑚 sin(𝜔𝑡 − 𝜑) 𝑉𝑚 𝐼𝑚 cos(𝜑)
+
2
2𝑉𝑑𝑐

(3.8)

From (3.1), the power delivered to the upper arm can be expressed as in (3.9).
𝑝𝑢,𝑗

𝑉𝑚 𝐼𝑚 cos(2𝜔𝑡 − 𝜑) 𝑉𝑚 2 𝐼𝑚 cos(𝜑) sin(𝜔𝑡) 𝑉𝑑𝑐 𝐼𝑚 sin(𝜔𝑡 − 𝜑)
=
−
+
4
2𝑉𝑑𝑐
4

(3.9)

The voltage ripples of the arm capacitors are caused by the energy fluctuations in each
arm. In (3.10), an expression for the energy stored in the upper arm’s SMs can be
calculated by integrating (3.9).
𝑤𝑆𝑀,𝑢,𝑗

𝑉𝑚 𝐼𝑚
𝑉𝑚 2 𝐼𝑚
=
sin(2𝜔𝑡 − 𝜑) +
cos(𝜑) cos(𝜔𝑡)
8𝑛𝑢,𝑗 𝜔
2𝑉𝑑𝑐 𝑛𝑢,𝑗 𝜔
−

𝑉𝑑𝑐 𝐼𝑚
cos(𝜔𝑡 − 𝜑)
4𝑛𝑢,𝑗 𝜔

(3.10)

1

Hence, from the energy formula 𝑤𝑆𝑀,𝑢,𝑗 = 2 𝐶𝑆𝑀 𝑉𝑐 ∆𝑣𝑐 , the capacitor ripple voltage can
be calculated as in (3.11).
∆𝑣𝑐 =

2𝑤𝑆𝑀,𝑢,𝑗
𝑉
𝐶𝑆𝑀 (𝑛 𝑑𝑐 )
𝑢,𝑗

𝑚𝐼𝑚
𝑚2 𝐼𝑚
𝐼𝑚
=
sin(2𝜔𝑡 − 𝜑) +
cos(𝜔𝑡) cos(𝜑) −
cos(𝜔𝑡 − 𝜑)
16𝐶𝑆𝑀 𝜔
8𝐶𝑆𝑀 𝜔
4𝐶𝑆𝑀 𝜔

(3.11)

where 𝑛𝑢,𝑗 is the number of inserted SMs in the upper arm of phase-j, 𝐶𝑆𝑀 is the
capacitance of each SM, and 𝑚 is the modulation index defined as (2Vm/Vdc). It is
obvious that the voltage ripple is inversely proportional to the output frequency while
directly proportional to the output current amplitude. Thus, in the case of zero frequency
operation, the capacitor voltage ripples will theoretically be infinite. Consequently, and
with the current MMC construction, the drive system cannot properly operate at
zero/low frequencies. Even more, serious damage may occur to the switching devices
at this low frequency range.
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Figure 17 illustrates the experimental results under an operating frequency of 0.5Hz,
using the employed prototype three-level five-phase MMC-based IM at a DC-link
voltage of 200V. Full experiment parameters are given in Table 4 in the experimental
results section. Due to the low operating frequency, the capacitors voltages of the
upper/lower arms SMs, shown in Figure 17(a), significantly deviate below/above the
required reference voltage of 100 V, which causes voltage ripples of 40-50%.

(a)

(b)
Figure 17. Experimental results of 3-level 5-phase MMC-based AC-ASD operation
at 0.5 Hz. (a) All capacitors voltages of phase-a. (b) Output phase currents.
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With this relatively high voltage ripple component, the machine line current shown in
Figure 17(b) is significantly distorted. Hence the MMC fails to drive up the motor at
the required conditions. Therefore, proper means of zero-/low-speed operation must be
adopted with MMC-based ASDs operating at a constant load torque.
3.4. Proposed x-y Current Injection Concept
This section highlights the proposed role of the additional degrees of freedom of a
multiphase machine in MMC-based IM ASDs. A five-phase system is employed in this
study as a possible practical option.
A five-phase system comprises two subspaces, namely, fundamental torque producing
(α-β) subspace, and a secondary (x-y) subspace [84]. The transformation from the timevariant variables to the decoupled space planes can be calculated using Clarke’s
transformation given by (3.12).
[𝑖𝛼𝛽𝑥𝑦 ] = [𝑇][𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑐𝑑𝑒 ]

(3.12)

where
1 cos γ
sin γ
2 0
[𝑇] = √ . [
5 1 cos 2γ
0 sin 2γ

cos 2γ
sin 2γ
cos 4γ
sin 4γ

cos 3γ
sin 3γ
cos γ
sin γ

cos 4γ
sin 4γ
]
cos 3γ
sin 3γ

and γ =

2𝜋
5

Generally, the α-β plane contains the fundamental current and harmonics of the order
10g±1, whilst harmonics of the order 10g±3 are mapped to the x-y plane, where g is a
whole number (0, 1, 2, ..).
The stator and rotor voltages equations for the α-β and x-y planes are given in Appendix
A [67], [85].
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The torque equation can be extracted as (3.13) [67], [85].
𝑇𝑒 = 𝐶(𝜆𝛽𝑠 𝑖𝛼𝑟 − 𝜆𝛼𝑠 𝑖𝛽𝑟 )

(3.13)

5𝑃

where C = ( 4 ), and P is the number of poles.
Based on the developed torque equation, only the α-β subspace contributes to torque
production, assuming symmetrically distributed windings. Ideally, the x-y current
components can be considered as non-flux/non-torque producing components. Hence,
the x-y plane features a low input impedance. This assumption, however, depends on
the adopted stator winding layout [86]. Theoretically, during healthy operation, only
fundamental sequence current components flow in the machine stator under zero
secondary voltage components.
Since only two components are required to control the field and torque components, the
remaining states will, therefore, introduce extra degrees of freedom. Consequently, and
based on these decoupled subspaces assumption, the x-y components can be injected
during either the IM starting or the low-frequency operation with a certain magnitude
and frequency equal to or higher than the fundamental frequency component. This way,
the deviation of SMs capacitors voltage during these periods will be avoided without
affecting the machine torque production. Consequently, the x-y current injection will
only take place during starting or at low-frequency operation in case a constant load
torque is to be driven. The extra stator joule losses introduced in the system, due to the
injected x-y current currents, are minimized by eliminating these secondary current
components during normal frequency operation.
Based on the machine model, x-y current injection represents a simple and
straightforward method while offering the following merits:


The x-y plane is orthogonal to the α-β plane; hence, the control of both planes
can independently be achieved.
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The x-y currents contribution to the torque production or the flux distribution
can be minimized/eliminated with a proper stator winding design [86].



The impedance in the x-y plane is relatively low, as it depends mainly on the
machine leakage inductances [67], [85], and [87].

Fortunately, the control of x-y current components is already inherited in all controller
structures of multiphase machines, whereas these secondary components are usually set
to zero. Therefore, orienting their control towards low-frequency operation implies no
additional complexity and/or notable control burden.
3.5. Proposed Multi-Phase MMC-based AC Drive Control Strategy
In the presented drive system, a five-phase IM is connected to a three-level five-phase
MMC. The proposed MMC consists of a total of 20 HBs comprising 40 switching
devices and 20 capacitors; in addition to 10 arm inductors (2 per each phase). As
explained, a conventional MMC is not able to start an AC machine from zero speed
without employing an approach for zero-/low-speed operation. Therefore, the x-y
injection concept is adopted, as will be detailed in this section.
The block diagram of the proposed control strategy is depicted in Figure 18. The
controller structure is classified into three main sub-blocks.
3.5.1. x-y Injection Control
In Figure 18(a), the control scenarios of x-y injection are illustrated. These control
actions take place when the drive system operates at low frequencies or starts from a
standstill (zero frequency). The function of the injected currents is the balancing of the
capacitors at zero and low frequencies. Referring to (3.4)-(3.9), at zero fundamental
frequency, the output current and voltage are constants, so are the arm voltage and
current. Therefore, according to (3.9), the power delivered to the arm capacitors is
constant leading to constant increase or decrease of the capacitors voltages.
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As well, at low frequencies, the power delivered to the arm is almost constant with
respect to the capacitors charge/discharge state.
Therefore, to avoid the imbalance at zero-/low-speed intervals, the proposed technique
utilizes the additional degrees of freedom, already existing in the load current, to
perform capacitor balancing hence providing the desired torque and speed without
increasing the controller burden nor adding extra measurements.
These currents should be injected at relatively high frequencies around the fundamental
and above. Under rated speed operation, the reference x-y current component will be
set to zero to eliminate the losses introduced by these currents.
With this proposed concept and based on the given MMC topology, two cases are
detailed:
a. With capacitor voltage measurements (Figure 18(a) bottom left): In this case,
voltage sensors are used to measure the instantaneous voltage of SM capacitors.
For a given phase, one of the capacitor voltages is selected from the upper arm
and compared to the corresponding lower arm capacitor. The voltage error is
then used to decide the magnitude of the x-y current components using a
Proportional-Integral (PI) controller. Based on capacitor voltages difference, the
controller selects the proper magnitude of x-y current components to ensure zero
steady-state error. Targeting one capacitor per arm is only for stating the
minimum requirement of employing this control technique. Using one of the
capacitors in each arm should be sufficient as if two capacitors of the upper and
lower arms are balanced, then consequently, the rest of the capacitors should be
balanced. However, using the upper and lower average values by measuring all
capacitor voltages will be more reliable, yet at the expense of more voltage
sensors.
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b. Without capacitor voltage measurements (Figure 18(a) upper left): In order to
reduce system cost and complexity, voltage sensors may be omitted. In this case,
a customized function (3.14) in terms of the fundamental α-β frequency and
rated machine current is defined. The output of this predefined function is the
magnitude of the required x-y current components. As a simple first assumption,
this function changes the magnitude of the injected x-y current components
inversely to the instantaneous operating frequency, such that the machine phase
current will be within its rated value. At zero frequency, the function injects
high frequency x-y current components equal to the machine rated current.
∗
∗
𝐼𝑥𝑦
(𝜔𝛼𝛽
, 𝑖)

= 𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 (1 −

∗
𝜔𝛼𝛽

𝜔𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

∗
) (𝜔𝛼𝛽
< 𝜔𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 )

(3.14)

∗
where 𝜔𝛼𝛽
is the reference operating frequency, and 𝜔𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 is the frequency at

which the injection is set to zero and the desired capacitors’ voltage ripples are
obtained.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Figure 18. The overall controller of the proposed x-y current injection approach
indicates two different control scenarios with or without voltage measurements. (a)
x-y injection control. (b) V/f control. (c) Overall Schematic with capacitors voltage
balancing stage.

The magnitude of the required x-y current components is generated using one of the
two aforementioned methods then multiplied by two orthogonal sinusoidal waveforms
to provide the reference x-y current components ixs* and iys*. The x-y currents are
injected at a high frequency to enable a simple capacitor voltage balancing. The
frequency ωxy* of this sequence voltage component is preferably set higher than the
rated frequency to avoid possible cusps and dips in the torque/speed curve produced
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due to low order harmonics for slips near unity [86]. The severity of these parasitic
components on the machine starting will, of course, depend on the stator winding layout
as well as the speed controller adopted.
∗
∗
In (3.14), as the speed (frequency) reference 𝜔𝛼𝛽
increases, the 𝐼𝑥𝑦
decreases until
∗
reaching zero at 𝜔𝛼𝛽
= 𝜔𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 .

That is, the function enables inverse change between the x-y components and the
fundamental operating frequency. The regulations of x-y current components are
performed in the Stationary Reference Frame using Proportional-Resonant (PR)
controllers. The PR controllers’ output represents the reference x-y voltage components
vxs* and vys*. The expected magnitude of the x-y voltage components is approximated
by (3.15).
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
𝑉𝑥𝑦
(𝜔𝛼𝛽
, 𝑖) = 𝜔𝑥𝑦
𝐿𝑥𝑦 𝐼𝑥𝑦
(𝜔𝛼𝛽
, 𝑖)

(3.15)

where 𝐿𝑥𝑦 is the input inductance of the x-y subspace.
At a certain preset frequency 𝜔𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 , the injection process is quitted, and only
fundamental α-β components are supplied to the motor. The frequency 𝜔𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 can be
selected equal to or less than the fundamental rated frequency. The expected change in
different sequence voltage components under conventional V/f control is illustrated in
Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Illustration of the customized function in (3.14) to enable zero-/low-speed
operation without voltage measurements.

3.5.2. Speed Control
Generally, the fundamental torque/flux regulation can be either carried out using scalar
or vector control techniques. For high power applications, scalar V/f control may be
sufficient and will simply be employed in this study. A speed controller is first used to
provide the required slip frequency based on the machine speed error. The machine
reference angular frequency can then be derived from the calculated slip frequency and
the measured rotor speed. A conventional linear V/f control is used to produce the
fundamental voltage components vαs* and vβs*, as shown in Figure 3.3(b). The reference
phase voltages are then derived from the reference α-β and x-y voltage components by
applying inverse Clarke’s transformation. These reference phase voltages are then
applied to the capacitors voltages balancing algorithm.
3.5.3. Capacitor Voltage Balancing Algorithm
SMs capacitors’ voltage balancing is crucial in order to ensure proper operation of the
MMC. An SPD-PWM sensor-based balancing technique, presented in [85], can be used
in case capacitors voltages are measurable.
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Whilst, a sensor-less capacitor voltage balancing technique, adopted in [59], is
alternatively used in this work. Thereafter, the balancing algorithm generates the
required switching control signals for different switching devices. Figure 18(c)
illustrates the overall scheme of the proposed control system.
3.6. Experimental Results
A downscaled laboratory prototype of a three-level five-phase MMC-based IM drive
system has been constructed for experimental validation. A photograph of the entire
prototype system is shown in Figure 20. It consists of a programmable DC power
supply, a three-level five-phase MMC, a 1 kW five-phase IM, a Digital Signal
Processor (DSP) TMS320F28335 control unit, a speed sensor, current and voltage
signal acquisition unit. The specifications of the experimental setup are stated in Table
4. One of the main advantages of MMCs is the good quality of the output waveforms
at low switching frequencies, yielding low switching losses. Therefore, the employed
switching frequency is set to 625 Hz. A capacitor voltage sensorless control approach
is adopted in this study.
Hence, (3.14) is used to provide the magnitude of the x-y currents component. The
experimental case studies investigate two modes of operation, namely the low-speed
operation, and the motor starting, from zero up to rated speed.
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Figure 20. Experimental Prototype. The five-phase IM (bottom right) is fed through
the three-level MMC and controlled using the DSP board. A DC machine (bottom
left) represents the load torque.
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Table 4. Specifications of Experimental Setup
IM Ratings and Parameters
Rated phase voltage (V)

140

Rated power (hp)

1.5

Rated frequency (Hz)

50

Full-load current (A)

1.85

Rated speed (rpm)

1320

Stator resistance rs (Ω)

9.5

Stator leakage inductance Ls (mH)

24.6

Rotor referred first component resistance rrαβ (Ω)

6.05

Rotor referred third component resistance rrxy (Ω)

1.2

Rotor referred first component inductance Lrαβ (mH)

36.9

Rotor referred third component inductance Lrxy (mH)

7.4

Magnetizing first component inductance LMαβ (mH)

583.3

Magnetizing third component inductance LMxy (mH)

52.6

No. of poles

4

MMC Specifications
SM’s capacitor voltage rating (V)

350

SM’s capacitor (F)

470

Arm inductor (mH)

1

IGBT IKW75N60T rating

30A/1200V

DC-link voltage (V)

300

Switching frequency (Hz)

625
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3.6.1. Low-Speed Operation
In this subsection, a comparison between the low-speed operation of the drive system
with and without injecting the x-y currents is performed. The experiment is carried out
at fundamental operating frequencies of 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 Hz, and the x-y currents are
injected at a frequency of 70 Hz, which is selected to be higher than the rated machine
frequency of 50Hz.
The DC-link voltage applied for the injection method is 300V, whilst the voltage
applied under no-injection operation was 200V, to avoid overvoltage stresses due to the
induced high capacitor voltage ripples. The obtained capacitors voltages of phase ‘a’
are shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22. It is clear that the voltage ripples are high and in
the range of 30-50 % as shown in Figure 21(a), (b), (c), and (d) since at low frequencies,
the time required to change the state of charge/discharge of the capacitor will be
relatively high. When the x-y current injection control method is applied, the motor was
able to start smoothly at the same frequency with a low ripple content (lower than 5%),
as shown in Figure 22(a), (b), (c), and (d). Figure 23 shows the upper and lower arm
currents of phase ‘a’ while injecting x-y current components at 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 Hz
fundamental frequencies. Figure 24 illustrates the machine currents at a fundamental
frequency of 2 Hz and rated torque. Figure 24(a) shows the fundamental α-β currents
whilst the x-y currents with a frequency of 70 Hz are shown in Figure 24(b).
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Without x-y injection control

With x-y injection control

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)
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(d)

(d)

Figure 21. Experimental results of SM Figure 22. Experimental results of SM
capacitors without the x-y currents capacitors voltage with the x-y currents
injection control at frequencies: (a) 0.5 injection control at frequencies: (a) 0.5
Hz, (b) 1 Hz, (c) 2 Hz, (d) 5 Hz, where vcuo Hz, (b) 1 Hz, (c) 2 Hz, (d) 5 Hz.
and vclo are the average upper and lower
arm voltages.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 23. Experimental results of phase-a arm currents with the x-y currents injection
control at frequencies: (a) 0.5 Hz, (b) 1 Hz, (c) 2 Hz, (d) 5 Hz.

(a)

(b)

Figure 24. Experimental results of machine currents at 2 Hz fundamental frequency (a)
α-β current components. (b) x-y current components.
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3.6.2. Machine Starting
Figure 25 shows the system performance during starting from zero speed until reaching
a steady-state speed of 500 rpm (fundamental frequency of 16.667 Hz). Figure 25(a)
shows the capacitors voltages of phase ‘a’. They are smoothly building up until
reaching steady-state with a percentage ripple voltage magnitude of 3%. Figure 25(b)
shows the RMS values of the injected x-y voltage components as well as the main α-β
voltage components. At zero frequency, the controller injects high x-y components to
enable adequate balancing of capacitors voltages, hence proper motor starting. Then,
the x-y voltages are reduced as the capacitors voltages reaching their reference value of
150 V and the fundamental frequency, 𝝎∗𝜶𝜷 , starts to increase. At a frequency of 16.667
Hz (500 rpm), the x-y voltages reach their zero steady-state values. While the
fundamental frequency increases, the reference α-β voltages start to build up to ensure
constant air gap flux until reaching their steady-state value based on conventional scalar
V/f control.
For the given prototype, the required x-y voltage component was found to be relatively
high due to the high impedance of this subspace with the single layer winding
employed. However, this has nothing to do with the maximum converter voltage
utilization since these voltage components are only presented under low-speed
operation. Employing double layer stator winding designs would highly suppress this
voltage component. The corresponding machine speed is shown in Figure 25(c). Figure
26 illustrates the drive system behavior at rated machine frequency of 50 Hz. The
capacitors voltages of phase ‘a’ at steady state contain a low ripple component of 1%
as shown in Figure 26(a). The control function is set to bring the x-y voltages to zero,
at a frequency of 25 Hz, then the motor is accelerated until reaching rated frequency.
The x-y voltages at steady-state (50Hz) are shown in Figure 26(b). The corresponding
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phase currents are shown in Figure 26(c). Figure 26(d) indicates the harmonic spectrum
of phase ‘a’ current at steady state condition. The corresponding THD in the phase
currents is 12% at a switching frequency of 625 Hz. The steady state torque producing
α-β current components are balanced at the fundamental frequency as shown in Figure
26(e). The corresponding THD presented in the α-β current components, which is more
indicative in drive systems, is only 4.5% as shown in Figure 26(f), which implies lower
ripple content in the steady state output torque. The corresponding steady-state x-y
current components are shown in Figure 26(g), where a complete elimination to the xy current components with simple PR current controllers tuned at fundamental
frequency will hardly be obtained under this relatively low switching frequency.
Employing a multiple-resonant current controller structure will highly suppress this
effect. Finally, the variation of machine speed profile, according to the applied speed
reference, from standstill to the rated speed is shown in Figure 26(h).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 25. Experimental results of full range operation running up from 0 Hz to
16.667 Hz with constant load torque: (a) Capacitors voltage, (b) RMS values of α-β
and x-y voltage components, (c) Motor speed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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(g)

(h)

Figure 26. Experimental results of 50 Hz operation. (a) Capacitors voltage, (b) x-y
voltage components. (c) Phases a, b, c, and d currents. (d) Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) spectrum of phase current. (e) Rated α-β current components. (f) FFT spectrum
of α-β current components. (g) x-y current components. (h) Motor speed.

3.7. Challenges
The adopted injection technique has exhibited promising performance in the zero-/lowspeed operation of MMC-based motor drives. However, the MMC is a bucking
converter where a step-up transformer may be needed to interface the medium-voltage
levels. Transformer operation is a challenge in certain applications such as subsea oil
and gas recovery as it reduces power density and specific power, and increases
footprint. This challenge is targeted in the next chapter proposing a boost MMC aiming
for transformerless operation.
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CHAPTER 4: HYBRID-BOOST MMC IN DRIVE SYSTEMS
As mentioned in chapter 2, in subsea medium-voltage high-power drive systems,
three main system components should be considered for proper design and operation,
namely the power converter, the electric machine, and the transformer.
In order to optimize drive system’s technical requirements such as power density
(MW/m3), specific power (MW/kg), and footprint (m2/MW), a transformerless and
filterless operation must be targeted.
4.1. MMCs with boosting capabilities
Boost MMCs add a stepping-up capability to the conventional MMC shown in Figure
27, yet at the cost of increasing semiconductor devices. This assists in reducing the DClink voltage, which is a challenge in medium-voltage applications during system
startup, shutdown, and normal operation. In addition, the bulky low-frequency highpower transformer may be eliminated, as shown in Figure 28 .

Rectifier

2LInverter
Transformer

Supply

LC
Filter

Long
Feeder

M

Figure 27. Conventional MMC-based AC drive system structures

Figure 28. Proposed Hybrid-Boost-based AC drive system structures
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In a boost MMC, an AC output of kVdc peak, where k is a positive integer number, and
Vdc is the input DC-link voltage, can be generated [51]; where each arm contains
(2k+1)h FB-SMs each rated at 0.5 Vdc/h, where h is a positive integer.
The voltage range of upper/lower arm is between (0.5-k)Vdc and (0.5+k)Vdc, which
results in a (4kh+1)-level AC output voltage with a magnitude of (kVdc). On the other
hand, in order to reduce the number of switching devices, a hybrid-boost MMC can be
adopted. It contains a combination of 2h HB-SMs and (2k-1)h FB-SMs per arm, i.e., a
ratio of (2k-1):2 for the number of FB-SMs to the number of HB-SMs can be employed,
respectively, to generate an AC output voltage with a peak of kVdc. For example, with
k=2, a ratio of 3:2 should be employed, while when k =1, a ratio of 1:2 is adopted. For
simplicity, the 1:2 hybrid-boost MMC is employed throughout this chapter where AC
output voltage peak of up to Vdc can be generated. For higher AC output voltages, other
ratios can be adopted in a similar fashion. It is worth noting that operating with the
aforementioned ratios results in missing the DC fault blocking capability. However, DC
fault blocking feature in drive systems is not as essential as in HVDC systems, as the
machine does not contribute to the fault in the DC side.
Boost FB-MMC [88] allows increasing the AC output voltage by 100%, compared to
the conventional HB-SMs-based MMC, by increasing the number of employed FBSMs by 50% (i.e., an AC output voltage peak of Vdc can be generated). The main
disadvantage of boost FB-MMC is the employment of a large number of semiconductor
devices, which affects the system cost and losses negatively.
To reduce the number of employed semiconductor devices, hybrid MMCs have been
proposed with different ratios between FB-SMs and HB-SMs per arm, where 1:1 and
2:1 ratios have been presented, respectively [50], [51]. The 1:1 hybrid MMC has no
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boosting capability. On the other hand, 2:1 hybrid MMC [51] can be considered as a
proper replacement to the boost FB-MMC since it maintains both boosting and DC fault
blocking capability yet with a lower number of semiconductor devices.
As a further reduction for the employed semiconductor devices, while keeping the
boosting capability, a 1:2 hybrid-boost MMC with a combination of FB-SMs and HBSMs with a ratio of 1:2 per arm has been proposed in [89]. The total number of SMs
per arm in the 1:2 hybrid-boost MMC is 3(N-1)/4 where N is the number of output
voltage levels, and SMs are rated at 2Vdc/(N-1). The 1:2 hybrid-boost MMC can
increase the utilization of DC input voltage by 100%, i.e., the peak of AC output voltage
can be controlled up to Vdc (i.e., boosting capability).
Generally, in order to generate higher AC output voltages (up to kVdc), a hybrid-boost
MMC, which contains a combination of 2h HB-SMs and (2k-1)h FB-SMs per arm each
rated at 0.5Vdc/h, can be employed [90].
On the other hand, with the development of power electronics, particularly when
pinpointing wide-bandgap devices, enhanced efficiency, specific power, and power
density can be achieved, yet the cost might be sacrificed [91]. Nevertheless, using highvoltage wide bandgap devices in high-power medium-voltage drive system applications
is still in the infancy stage. However, off-the-shelf available Si semiconductor devices
are limited to 6.5kV. The higher the rated voltage of the semiconductor devices, the
lower is the switching capability with corresponding higher losses. For instance, a
6.5kV, 400A Si IGBT (FZ400R65KE3) from Infineon has a collector-to-emitter
saturation voltage of 3V, turn-on and -off energy loss of 4250mJ, a reverse energy loss
of 740mJ. While a 1.7kV, 300A Si IGBT (FF300R17ME4) from Infineon has a
collector-to-emitter saturation voltage of 1.95V, turn-on and -off energy loss of 133mJ,
a reverse energy loss of 41mJ. Yet, for wide bandgap devices, a 1.7kV, 300A SiC
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MOSFET (CAS300M17BM2) from CREE has an on-state resistance of 8mΩ, turn-on
and -off energy loss of 23mJ, a reverse energy loss of 41mJ. This highlights the double
facet benefits of using MMC with semiconductor devices of lower voltage ratings
through both increasing the switching capability, hence enhanced power quality (i.e.,
reduced THD), and the reduced semiconductor devices losses, hence enhanced
efficiency. In addition, reducing the semiconductor devices losses positively affects the
required heatsinks that enhance both power density and specific power, and reduced
footprint and cost can be achieved. Increasing the number of cells in MMC may affect
the reliability; nonetheless, redundancy may be seen the payback [92].
Regarding the applied machine, this chapter adopts the trend followed throughout this
thesis of using multiphase machines, due to the added benefits to the system structure
such as reduce the required voltage rating for the same power and phase current, when
compared with three-phase based systems. This, in turn, reduces the insulation
requirements. Moreover, multiphase machines, as mentioned before, enhance the
reliability, fault ride through capability, power density, and reduce torque ripples, which
inherently enhance the subsea drive system cost and performance.
In this chapter, a transformerless and filterless AC drive structure for subsea
applications is proposed as shown in Figure 27. The proposed structure employs a 1:2
hybrid-boost five-phase MMC for simplicity (i.e., k=1). The same concept can be
applied for higher AC output voltages (i.e., k>1), but with other ratios according to the
aforementioned rule. The proposed system introduces the following merits:


Reduced DC-link voltage, when compared with alternatives based on threephase machines and/or conventional MMC.



Enhanced efficiency, when compared with alternatives relying on other
multilevel converter topologies.
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Enhanced power density and specific power, and reduced footprint.



Enhanced reliability with fault ride-through capability.

The main contribution of this research work can be summarized as:


Proposing a multiphase hybrid-boost MMC-based drive system for subsea
applications, which enables fault-tolerant operation.



The boosting capability of the proposed MMC enables transformerless
operation in medium-voltage drives, as the boosting ratio can reach up to kVdc
with increasing the number of the FB-SMs. The transformerless operation,
inherently, enhances the drive system utilization and reduces its weight, hence
its cost.

4.2. Operational Concept of 1:2 Hybrid-Boost MMC
4.2.1. Architecture
Unlike HB-SMs, FB-SMs are able to generate a negative voltage as shown in Figure
29. The 1:2 hybrid-boost MMC (i.e., k=1) is shown in Figure 30. Each arm of the Nlevel hybrid-boost MMC consists of (N-1)/2 HB-SMs and (N-1)/4 FB-SMs; where
N=4h+1. The capacitors of all SMs are pre-charged to 0.5Vdc/h voltage level.
In the 1:2 hybrid-boost MMC, the arm voltage is controlled to generate a bipolar voltage
ranging from -0.5Vdc to +1.5Vdc (at highest possible output) as shown in Figure 30.
This, in turn, enables controlling the peak of the generated AC voltage up to Vdc. During
the generation of the positive part of the arm voltage, both HB-SMs and FB-SMs are
used. The decision of which of these SMs should be activated is the responsibility of
the voltage balancing algorithm, which will be described later. On the other hand,
during the generation of the negative part of the arm voltage, only FB-SMs are used to
generate negative SM voltage. Meanwhile, based on the arm current direction and the
arm voltage level, a certain number of these FB-SMs will be activated.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 29. Output voltage states. (a) HB-SM, (b) FB-SM.

Figure 30. One-phase of the 1:2 hybrid-boost MMC.

4.2.2. Voltage Balancing Technique
A sensor-based per-leg voltage balancing technique for the hybrid-boost MMC is
shown in Figure 31. A sensorless balancing technique was proposed in [59]. The
procedures of the voltage balancing technique for each leg of the 1:2 hybrid-boost
MMC are summarized in the following points:
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The reference of the upper arm voltage should be defined, which equals Vdc [0.5α sin (ωt+θv)] where, α ranges from 0 < α <1, ω is the phase angular frequency
(rad/s), and θv is the phase angle of the AC component of the arm voltage.



The aforementioned voltage reference is added to a DC offset of 0.5Vdc to
generate a unipolar reference voltage (Vx).



The obtained unipolar (Vx) is used to generate a signal, namely Nx, using one of
the carrier-based PWM techniques such as PD shown in Figure 32(a), where α
= 1, θv = 0, switching frequency = 2 kHz, N = 9, and Nx ranges from 0 to (N-1).



Then signal (Nx) can be used to extract two new variables (x and y) as shown in
Figure 32(b), where x = Nx-0.25(N-1), while y = 0.75(N-1)-Nx.



The absolute values of x and y represent the number of SMs to be activated in
upper and lower arms, respectively (namely, Nupper and Nlower as in Figure 32(c)).
The signs of x and y represent the output voltage signs of the activated SMs in
upper and lower arms, respectively as in Figure 32(d).



For positive x, both HB-SMs and FB-SMs in the upper arm are used to generate
the positive part of the upper arm voltage, i.e., highest/lowest Nupper(+) (= x) SMs
will be selected, if the upper arm current is negative/positive, respectively.



For negative x, only FB-SMs in the upper arm are used to generate the negative
part of the upper arm voltage, i.e., highest/lowest Nupper(-) (= |x|) FB-SMs will
be selected, if the upper arm current is positive/negative, respectively.



For positive y, both HB-SMs and FB-SMs in the lower arm are used to generate
the positive part of the lower arm voltage, i.e., highest/lowest Nlower(+) (= y) SMs
will be selected, if the upper arm current is negative/positive, respectively.



For negative y, only FB-SMs in the lower arm are used to generate the negative
part of the lower arm voltage. i.e., highest/lowest Nlower(-) (= |y|) FB-SMs will
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be selected, if the lower arm current is positive/negative, respectively.

Figure 31. Per-leg voltage balancing technique of the 1:2 hybrid-boost MMC
architecture.
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Figure 32. Illustration of the voltage balancing procedures (a) the signal Nx, (b) the
signals x and y, (c) the number of the involved SMs in upper and lower arms, and
(d) the signals sign(x) and sign(y).
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4.3. Effect of Five-Phase Motor Power Factor on the Capacitors’ Voltages
Balancing
Assuming an ideal five-phase converter, the average DC-side and AC-side powers in
the proposed approach are given by (4.1) and (4.2) respectively.
Pdc=IdcVdc

(4.1)

Pac=(5 ImVm cos(φ)/2)

(4.2)

where Vdc is the input DC voltage, Idc is the mean of the input DC current, and Im and
Vm are the peak of load phase current and voltage, respectively. While cos(φ) is the
motor power factor, and the voltage of phase ‘a’ is given by (4.3).
vph(t) = Vm sin(ωt)

(4.3)

By equating (4.1) and (4.2) and substituting with Vm=Vdc (i.e., assuming the highest
output voltage in the proposed structure), the mean of the input DC current can be
expressed by (4.4).
𝐼𝑑𝑐 = 2.5𝐼𝑚 cos(𝜑)

(4.4)

The following analysis is presented for the upper arm, where similar procedures can be
applied to the lower arm. If the circulating currents are well suppressed, the upper arm
current of phase ‘a’ can be expressed by (4.5).
𝑖𝑎𝑟𝑚_𝑢 (𝑡) = 0.5𝑖𝑝ℎ (t) + 0.2𝐼𝑑𝑐

(4.5)

Substituting from (4.4) into (4.5) yields:
𝑖𝑎𝑟𝑚_𝑢 (𝑡) = 0.5𝐼𝑚 [cos(𝜑) + sin(𝜔𝑡 − 𝜑)]

(4.6)

The corresponding upper arm voltage reference of phase ‘a’ can be expressed as in
(4.7).
𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑚_𝑢 (𝑡) = 0.5𝑉𝑑𝑐 − 𝑉𝑚 sin(𝜔𝑡)

(4.6)

which ranges from -0.5Vdc to +1.5Vdc. When -0.5Vdc<varm_u(t)<0, FB-SMs are only
operated to generate negative output voltage state. Meanwhile, the arm current direction
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determines the charging/discharging of the FB-SMs capacitors for negative or positive
upper arm current, respectively. Furthermore, when 0<varm_u(t)<1.5Vdc, adequate SMs
from HB-SMs and/or FB-SMs will be operated based on the balancing algorithm to
generate a positive output state.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 33. Illustration of the effect of the load power factor on the charging and
discharging periods of SMs capacitors: (a) ϕ=45o, (b) ϕ=60o, and (c) ϕ=90o.
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Similarly, the arm current direction determines the charging/discharging of the HBSMs and/or FB-SMs capacitors. The variation of upper arm current and voltage during
a complete fundamental cycle for different load power factors, along with an illustration
for charging and discharging periods of FB-SMs and HB-SMs with the operation is
shown in Figure 33. It is clear that as load angle increases, the area of the negative upper
arm current increases, which increases the possible time for discharging HB-SMs. In
case of low negative upper arm current area, the discharging time interval for HB-SMs
will be insufficient, which results in a mismatch in the voltages of FB-SMs and HBSMs.

4.4. Performance of 1:2 Hybrid-Boost MMC-Based Medium-Voltage FivePhase IM Drive
The configuration of the proposed drive system is shown in Figure 34. Referring to
Figure 30 in the presented case study, a five-level five-phase 1:2 hybrid-boost MMC
with (N=5, k=1, and h=1) is used to feed a five-phase IM.
In the presented case study, the employed five-phase hybrid-boost MMC contains 80
switching devices distributed as 4 HB-SMs and 2 FB-SMs per each phase (upper and
lower arms). The aforementioned voltage balancing technique is utilized for each leg
of the converters to ensure a successful operation with balanced capacitors voltages.
Meanwhile, the five-phase IM fosters system reliability and fault tolerance.
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Figure 34. 1:2 hybrid-boost MMC-based multiphase IM drive system.

4.4.1. System Simulation
In this section, the drive system performance during steady-state operation is
investigated using Matlab/Simulink. V/f scalar control is used to drive the machine at
the rated operating conditions. A simulation model for the 1:2 hybrid-boost MMCbased medium-voltage drive with an 850 hp five-phase distributed winding IM has been
built with the parameters shown in Table 4.
The five-phase IM’s model equations can be found in [67]. Based on the data shown in
Table 4, to generate the IM rated phase voltage (peak=3.394 kV) from the 1:2 hybridboost MMC, a DC-link voltage of 3.4 kV is employed. The machine is started at noload at t = 0; then a load torque is applied at t = 1s. The simulation results are shown
in Figure 35, assuming 2 kHz carrier switching frequency.
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Table 5. Simulation Parameters
DC-link voltage (kV)

3.4

IM rated phase voltage (kV)

2.4

IM rated phase current (A)

59

IM rated power (hp)

850

Fundamental frequency (Hz)

50

No. of poles

4

FB-/HB-SM’s capacitor (mF)

1

IM rated torque (N.m)

4000

IM stator resistance (Ω)

0.5148

IM stator leakage inductance (mH)

10.61

IM rotor referred resistance(Ω)

0.4116

IM rotor referred inductance (mH)
Magnetizing inductance (mH)

8.61
518.85

The machine planes are mapped into two main orthogonal frames; α-β frame, and x-y
frame; in addition to the zero-sequence frame. The α-β frame represents the
electromechanical energy conversion, while the x-y frame represents the
harmonics/losses plane.
Figure 35(a) shows the delivered phase-to-midpoint voltages, which have a peak value
equals the input DC voltage (Vdc). With N=5, i.e. h=1, in the simulated 1:2 hybridboost MMC, the output voltage consists of five different voltage levels (-1, -0.5, 0, 0.5,
1) Vdc.
Figure 35(b) shows the capacitors voltages balanced around 0.5Vdc (generally, 2Vdc/(N78

1)). The difference between the FB-SMs and HB-SMs voltages is caused by the unequal
charging/discharging times of both modules according to the load power factor, as
illustrated in Figure 33. The stator phase currents are balanced and identical as shown
in Figure 35(c). The isα and isβ, which are responsible for the torque production, are
shown in Figure 35(d). The output torque is shown in Figure 35(e) that exhibits a
percentage torque ripple of only 2.25% at this relatively low switching frequency.
Figure 35(f) shows the machine speed. Even though MMC eases low switching
frequency operation, the torque ripples remain a concern for drive systems.
Figure 36 shows the torque ripple profile at different switching frequencies to conclude
a range for the minimum permissible operating switching frequency that yields
acceptable percentage torque ripple. With changing the frequency of the carrier
responsible for assigning the number of required upper and lower SMs, the output
torque ripple magnitude changes accordingly.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 35. Simulation results at steady-state operation: (a) MMC output phase-tomidpoint voltages, (b), capacitor voltages, (c) machine phase currents, (d)
fundamental αβ currents, (e) machine torque, and (f) machine speed.

Figure 36 shows the output phase current components, and the corresponding delivered
torque at different switching frequencies. With a carrier frequency of 10 kHz, the output
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current has the lowest harmonics with the lowest isx and isy components and torque
ripples of barely 1%. For a carrier frequency of 2 kHz, ripples in the isα and isβ
components increased to 1.7%, hence in the torque.
Yet, the torque ripples are still acceptable of 2.25%. When the carrier frequency is
dropped to 1 kHz, the stator currents are more distorted as shown in Figure 36(c), which
can be deduced from the isx and isy components. The current THD is increased to 8.3%.
However, the torque ripples are just 3% due to the lower presence of the harmonics in
the torque producing components isα and isβ. The currents THD and torque ripples at
different switching frequencies are summarized in Table 5.
It is worth noting that the torque ripples are significantly less than the ripples obtained
when the simulation was performed using a conventional five-phase two-level
converter, as shown in Figure 37.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 36. Effect of carrier frequency on the stator currents and delivered torque
ripples (per-unit values): (a) fs=10 kHz, (b) fs=2 kHz, and (c) fs=1 kHz.

Table 6. Torque Ripples and THDs with Switching Frequency Change
fs= 0.5 kHz

fs=1 kHz

fs=2 kHz

fs=10 kHz

Torque ripples %

14.6

3

2.25

0.4

THD phase currents %

17.68

7.6

2.4

0.8

THD αβ currents %

10.7

3.4

1.7

0.37
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Figure 37. Generated ripples in the output torque of Hybrid-Boost MMC vs.
conventional 2L inverter with the change of switching frequency.

4.4.2. Experimental Validation
A downscaled experimental single-phase prototype has been built to validate the
proposed topology. For simplicity, a single-phase 5-level 1:2 hybrid-boost MMC is
applied to a single-phase inductive load with low inductance value, as the experiment
is performed at the worst-case scenario for capacitors’ voltage balancing of
approximately a unity power factor.
Figure 38(a) shows the schematic diagram of the experimental rig where the capacitors
voltages and arms currents are measured, then fed to the DSP to perform the
aforementioned suggested voltage balancing technique (Figure 31) for the given output
voltage reference. Figure 38(b) shows the implemented experimental rig. Table 6
illustrates the experimental setup specifications.
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Table 7. Experimental Setup Parameters
SM’s capacitor voltage rating (V)

350

FB-/HB-SM’s capacitor (F)

470

Arm inductor (mH)

1

DC-link applied voltage (V)

200

IGBT IKW75N60T rating

30A/1200V

Switching frequency (Hz)

1000

vo ref

DSP

Larm

8
8
lower arm upper arm
IGBTs
IGBTs

CSM

S1
S

Cdc

1

S2
S

2

S3p

S3n

S3nz

S3pz

Vdc
io Load
vo

S4

Cdc
S

4

S5
S

Larm

5

S6p

S6n

S6nz

S6pz

(a)
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(b)
Figure 38. Experimental validation: (a) schematic diagram, (b) experimental rig.

The experimental results are shown in Figure 39 where SPD-PWM is used to generate
the number of SMs to be included in each arm. As shown in Figure 39(a), the 1:2
hybrid-boost MMC delivers an output voltage of 5-level with a peak value
approximately equal to the DC-link input, with a voltage drop due to the on-state
resistance/voltage of the applied IGBTs. The upper arm voltage is shown in Figure
39(a), it is clear that it consists of four levels of five different voltage levels (-0.5, 0,
0.5, 1, 1.5)Vdc.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 39. Experimental results: (a) output and upper arm voltages, (b) output voltage
and current with load change, (c) capacitor voltage of HB1 (d) capacitor voltage of
HB2, at two different loading conditions RL1=290Ω and RL2=155Ω.

The output voltage and current, when the load is changed from RL1=290Ω to open
circuit to RL2=155Ω, is shown in Figure 39(b). The current magnitude at 290Ω load is
approximately 0.6 A; while it equals 1.1 A at 155 Ω.The capacitors voltages of two
different HBs, namely HB1 and HB2, are shown in Figure 39(c) and (d) with loading
change from RL1 to RL2, respectively. The capacitors’ voltages are balanced, in both
cases, fluctuating around 0.5Vdc. The obtained experimental results support the
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proposed topology where an MMC with boosting capability is validated with a reduced
number of FBs.
4.5. Challenges
The conventional sinusoidal based modulation techniques provide good harmonic
content in output waveforms. However, there is no room for torque enhancement using
SPD-PWM without over-modulation. Therefore, a new modulation technique for
MMC-based drive systems is proposed in the following chapter. The proposed
modulation technique ensures torque enhancement with acceptable harmonic content
in the output waveforms and lower switching losses compared to SPD-PWM.
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CHAPTER 5: TRAPEZOIDAL PHASE DISPOSITION PULS WIDTH
MODULATION FOR MMC-BASED AC DRIVES

5.1. Introduction
Capacitors energy variation in MMCs affects its operation markedly. Thus, the
balancing techniques have been studied in [42], [57], [58]. Curtailment of MMC
switching losses is another challenge, particularly for high-voltage/power applications.
In literature, various techniques to reduce switching losses in MMC were proposed. In
[93], selective harmonic elimination was proposed to enhance the quality of the output
waveforms at lower switching frequencies. The discontinuous PWM technique was
adopted in [94]. A hybrid approach of PD-PWM and Fundamental Frequency
Modulation (FFM) was applied in [95]. Quasi two-level (Q2L) modulation was
proposed in [96] to reduce switching frequency. As well, Q2L for an MMC-based high
power transformer was proposed in [97]. A trapezoidal modulation waveform was
studied in [98] for less dv/dt stresses in MMC-based DC-DC transformers.
In the same context, multiphase IMs have salient advantages over the three-phase
counterparts such as fault tolerance capability, better power distribution per phase, and
higher torque capability with lower torque ripples [67], [87]. They provide additional
degrees of freedom, in the form of fundamental and secondary subspaces, which
enhances control flexibility. Although multiphase machine with multiple three-phase
winding is widely employed, five-phase IMs were mainly addressed in literature for
their torque enhancement capability without additional hardware components. That has
been carried out using a selected harmonic injection. The injected harmonics are
selected based on the desired air-gap flux distribution [99]-[100]. In five phase IMs, the
fifth harmonic is inherently omitted. If a third harmonic current, mapped to the
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secondary subspace, is injected to a five-phase IM, then the fundamental flux
component is enhanced with approximately 15%. Hence, a gain of approximately 10%
is expected in the output torque for the same rated RMS line current [100].
The objective of this chapter is to describe the operation of MMC-based five-phase IMbased ASD under Trapezoidal Phase Disposition PWM (TPD-PWM). This technique
replaces the stereotype sinusoidal reference voltages using a typical trapezoidal
waveform. Under TPD-PWM, the ASD operates with enhanced output torque.
Meanwhile, the output’s THD is minimized. This, in essence, means an increase in the
drive system’s efficiency and reduction of the hardware requirements and costs.
Trapezoidal modulation has been proposed in literature for several purposes [28]-[33].
Reference [101] has shown that trapezoidal modulation is capable of improving the
converter’s output signal by increasing fundamental and reducing harmonics. In [102][103] a modified trapezoidal modulation technique has been used to improve PMSM
torque quality and reduce power loss of the VSC in HVDC offshore wind farms,
respectively. The trapezoidal modulation was proposed for current source converters as
well in [104]. It was used in DC-DC and AC-AC converters in [104]-[105] respectively.
In [106], the trapezoidal modulation was applied for MLCs.
The main contribution in this chapter is the optimization of the enhanced output torque
simultaneously along with the output THD through optimizing the trapezoidal reference
slope angle δ (rising time tr). The utilization of traditional Third Harmonic Injection
(THI) technique in order to achieve the same goal, with the same hardware, is divisive.
That is, the THI must be implemented at relatively high switching frequencies.
Thereafter, for high-scale applications, significant switching losses will likely occur.
Moreover, torque enhancement is more flexible with TPD-PWM due to the higher
fundamental amplitude and with fewer low order harmonics than THI.
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Employing a trapezoidal reference in high voltage-/power-MMC-based multiphase
ASDs yields the following advantages:


Optimum flattened-top flux distribution, inherited by the waveform
construction.



Torque enhancement, as the trapezoidal waveform comprises larger
fundamental amplitude.



Switching losses reduction, as no switching needed during the steady flat period
of the trapezoidal signal.



Better harmonic content in the output, through controlling the rising time of the
trapezoidal reference.



Simple algebraic implementation of the reference.

5.2. The proposed modulation scheme
The proposed modulation is based on conventional SPD-PWM [54]. A trapezoidal
waveform, of an amplitude Am ranges between 0 and 1 and frequency fm, is used as a
modulation signal instead of a sinusoidal waveform [107]. The intersection between the
trapezoidal reference and (N-1) triangle carriers of a switching frequency fs, defines the
number of the inserted SM in upper and lower arms. Figure 40 illustrates TPD-PWM
for a 5-level MMC, where Am = 1. Then, based on those numbers, the sensor-based and
sensorless voltage balancing techniques for SMs’ capacitors can be adopted.
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Trapezoidal
Modulation Signal

PD Carriers
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t
Figure 40. Trapezoidal PD PWM technique.

The balancing technique is responsible for producing the required gating signals for
SMs’ semiconductors.
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The trapezoidal waveform is characterized, in this work, by its slope angle δ. Change
of δ leads to a variation in the trapezoidal waveform shape. If δ is zero, then a square
waveform is obtained, and more harmonic content exists; whilst a δ of 90° results in a
triangle waveform with lower harmonic content. Therefore, the change of δ will lead to
different harmonic content of the modulation signal, hence the output signals.
The magnitude of harmonic order n for a trapezoidal waveform, with δ ranging from 0°
to 90°, can be obtained using Fourier series.
Based on the trapezoidal waveform symmetry, even terms of the Fourier expansion can
be neglected considering only odd terms. The Fourier coefficients of n-harmonic of a
trapezoidal waveform can be expressed as (5.1).
𝜋

4 2
𝐴𝑛 = ∫ 𝐹(𝜃) sin(𝑛𝜃) 𝑑𝜃
𝜋 0

(5.1)

where 𝐹(𝜃) represents the trapezoidal waveform.
For Am = 1, 𝐹(𝜃) can be expressed as (5.2).
𝜃
𝛿

𝐹(𝜃) =
{

1

0<𝜃<𝛿
𝑎
𝜋
𝛿<𝜃<
2

(5.2)

Then, an expression for (1) can be reformulated as (5.3).
𝜋

4 𝛿𝜃
4 2
𝐴𝑛 = ∫ sin(𝑛𝜃) 𝑑𝜃 + ∫ sin(𝑛𝜃) 𝑑𝜃
𝜋 0 𝛿
𝜋 𝛿

(5.3)

Hence, from (3), An can be expressed as (5.4).
𝐴𝑛 =

4 sin(𝑛𝛿)
𝜋 𝑛2 𝛿

(5.4)

Clearly, selecting δ towards zero increases the fundamental yet increases the THD.
Therefore, in order to increase the motor torque, δ may be controlled towards zero,
seeking higher fundamental amplitude, while maintaining a reasonable THD. By
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eliminating a number of dominant harmonics, output signals with high fundamental and
lower harmonic content can be easily generated. In five phase machines, the fifth order
harmonic cannot flow. Therefore, a δ = 25.7° is believed to deliver the best THD as,
according to (4), it eliminates the first dominating harmonic after the fifth, which is the
seventh harmonic. In this chapter, a study for the best slope angle δ that yields higher
torque enhancement at lower THD is performed. TPD-PWM technique is suitable for
multiphase machines where some of the harmonics are mapped to a different subspace
(x-y space) than the torque producing subspace (α-β space). Hence, the THD of αβ
torque producing current components is usually better than the phase currents. This
feature does not exist in conventional three-phase machines where the phase currents
are the same as torque producing components (α-β currents).

5.3. Machine Model and Control
This five-phase machine model is illustrated in Chapter 3. The Speed control is based
on the scalar V/f.

5.4. Simulations
TPD-PWM is simulated for five-phase three-level MMC-based IM drive system using
MATLAB/Simulink. The simulation case study verifies the proposed modulation
technique investigating two different machine models, namely 1.5 hp and 850 hp with
low- and medium-voltage, respectively. The machines’ parameters and ratings are
given in Table 7. Simulation models of the proposed machines have been built. First,
the effect of changing the trapezoidal modulating signal’s slope angle δ on the torque
production is studied. Then, a simulation case study for changing δ at the full-load
torque is introduced.
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Table 8. Simulation Parameters
IM I

IM II

Rated phase voltage (V)

140

2400

Rated power (hp)

1.5

850

6

4000

50

50

Full-load current (A)

1.85

59

Rated speed (rpm)

1320

1475

9.5

0.5148

Stator leakage inductance Ls (mH)

24.6

10.61

Rotor referred first component resistance rrαβ (Ω)

6.05

0.4116

Rotor referred third component resistance rrxy (Ω)

1.2

0.216

Rotor referred first component inductance Lrαβ (mH)

36.9

8.61

Rotor referred third component inductance Lrxy (mH)

7.4

4.523

Magnetizing first component inductance LMαβ (mH)

583.3

518.85

Magnetizing third component inductance LMxy (mH)

52.6

46.9

No. of poles

4

4

DC-link (V)

400

6800

Rated torque (N.m)
Frequency (Hz)

Stator resistance rs (Ω)

5.4.1. Effect of δ on the produced torque
Figure 41 shows the effect of changing the trapezoidal modulating signal’s slope angle
δ on the produced torque, using the proposed TPD-PWM. Increasing the load torque,
inherently, increases the phase currents; yet, changing δ leads to different phase currents
at the same torque value (hence a room for torque enhancement can be achieved), as
shown in Figure 41(a) and (b). They show that the same output torque value can be
obtained at lower phase current value in case of δ = 10°, 20°, 25.7°, 30°, and 40°
compared to SPD-PWM and THI techniques. On the contrary, at low torque values, the
SPD-PWM and THI techniques offer lower currents for same output torque values. For
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output torque near the rated, as shown in Figure 41(a) and (b), the lowest phase current
to generate the same output torque flows with TPD-PWM with δ = 10°, of peak value
1.9 A and 60 A for IM I and IM II respectively at full-load torque. However, the quality
of the delivered torque and current at that angle is questionable, as illustrated in
Figure 41(c), (d), (e), and (f). The highest THD is produced at δ = 10°. The lowest THD
can be obtained with a TPD-PWM of δ = 40°, as same as the THI modulation, as shown
in Figure 41(c) and (d). The lowest torque ripples are obtained with SPD-PWM, whilst
the highest torque ripples are produced with a TPD-PWM of δ = 30°. There is no
noticeable difference in the torque ripples between TPD-PWM of δ = 10° and 25.7°
near full-load.
The possible torque enhancement of each modulation technique of each machine is
stated in Table 8, as well as, the corresponding THD of phase and αβ currents. The
slope angle δ = 25.7° provides optimum torque quality, as it provides the torque’s
highest enhancement at a THD near the SPD-PWM. The torque enhancement
difference between TPD-PWM of δ = 10° and TPD-PWM of δ = 25.7° is small; yet,
the latter provides a better line and αβ currents’ THD. It is worth mentioning that
although the THD in phase currents may seem high, the THD in the torque producing
current components (αβ currents) is much lower.
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Table 9. Torque enhancement comparison of IM1 and IM2
Torque enhancement%

αβ/phase Current THD%

IM1

IM2

IM1

IM2

SPD-PWM

0

0

3.96/7.9

6.32/12.66

TPD-PWM δ = 10°

15

24

7.74/88.67

13.04/69.28

13.33

22.5

4.83/65.4

8.12/49.7

TPD-PWM δ = 40°

8.5

14

3.25/40.63

5.35/34.03

THI

8.33

13.75

3.15/42.61

5.19/34.43

TPD-PWM δ = 25.7°

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 41. Simulation results. A comparison of TPD-PWM-based 3-level MMC employing
two different five-phase IM models (IM I to the left, IM II to the right) at different load
torques and slope angles δ. (a) and (b) T-I curves. (c) and (d) THD of αβ currents. (e) and
(f) Torque ripples.

5.4.2. δ Change at Full-Load Torque
Figure 42 evaluates the measured quantities at the full-load torque using different slope
angles for both machines. The α-component of phase ‘a’ stator current is shown in
Figure 42(a) and (b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 42. Simulation results. A comparison of TPD-PWM-based 3-level MMC
employing two different five-phase IM models (IM I to the left, and IM II to the
right) at full-load torque and different slope angles δ. (a) and (b) α-component
current. (c) and (d) Torque. (e) and (f) upper arm capacitor voltage.
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The highest current at the same torque (full-load) flows with SPD-PWM technique,
whilst the lowest current flows with TPD-PWM of δ = 10°, δ = 20°, and δ = 25.7°
respectively. The lowest torque ripples are given by applying SPD-PWM technique;
meanwhile, the highest ripples are given when TPD-PWM of δ = 30° is applied, as
shown in Figure 42(c) and (d). The balancing technique applied for the entire
modulation techniques has ensured balanced capacitors voltages of the MMC’s SMs as
shown in Figure 42(e) and (f). The lowest capacitors voltage ripples of 2% are generated
when TPD-PWM of δ = 25.7° and THI techniques are adopted, whilst the highest
ripples of 3.6% are generated with SPD-PWM.
5.5. Experimental Results
The proposed TPD-PWM has been applied to a downscaled laboratory prototype of a
three-level five-phase MMC-based IM drive system for experimental validation. The
experiment parameters are given in Table 9. The applied machine parameters are given
in Table 7 as IM1.

Table 10. Specifications of Experimental Setup
MMC Specifications
MMC rating (kVA)

7

SM’s capacitor voltage rating (V)

350

SM’s capacitor (F)

470

Arm inductor (mH)
IGBT IKW75N60T rating

1
30A/1200V

DC-link voltage (V)

350

Switching frequency (Hz)

600
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

100

(i)

(k)

(j)

(l)

(m)

(n)

(o)

(p)
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(q)

(r)

(s)

(t)

Figure 43. Experimental results of phase ‘a’ current (to the left), αβ currents (in the
middle), phase ‘a’ SMs’ capacitors voltage (to the right) and FFT of phase ‘a’ αβ
currents respectively at different modulation methods. (a), (b), (c) and (p) SPDPWM. (d), (e), (f), and (q) TPD-PWM δ = 25.7°. (g), (h), (i), and (r) TPD-PWM δ =
10°. (j), (k), (l), and (s) TPD-PWM δ = 40°. (m), (n), (o) and (t) THI.

The different modulation methods have been applied in order to control the IM drive.
The measured quantities are shown in Figure 43. The output phase current, when SPDPWM, THI, and TPD-PWM of δ = 10°, 25.7°, and 40° are applied, are shown in Figure
43(a), (e), (i), (m), and (q). The αβ currents are shown in Figure 43(b), (f), (j), (n), and
(r). The capacitors voltages of phase ‘a’ SMs are shown in Figure 43(c), (g), (k), (o),
and (s). The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of phase ‘a’ αβ currents are shown in Figure
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43(d), (h), (l), (p), and (t). The TPD-PWM of δ = 25.7° provides a better torque
enhancement at approximately a similar THD compared to SPD-PWM (they provide
the lowest αβ currents for the same torque). It is also shown that the TPD-PWM of δ =
25.7° provides the lowest SM’s capacitor voltage ripples.

(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 44. Experimental results. (a) IM T-I curve using different modulation
methods. (b) THD of αβ currents for SPD-PWM, and TPD-PWM of δ = 10° and δ =
25.7°. (c) THD of phase ‘a’ current compared to the αβ currents.
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Figure 44(a) shows the torque/current characteristics of each modulation method.
Complying with the simulation results, the lowest phase current to provide rated torque
flows with TPD-PWM of δ = 10°, whilst the highest current flows using SPWM. A
13% torque enhancement can be obtained by using the TPD-PWM with δ = 25.7°
compared to SPD-PWM. Figure 44(b) depicts the difference between the output current
THD in case of SPD-PWM, and TPD-PWM of δ = 10° and δ = 25.7°. It is clear that
TPD-PWM of δ = 10° has the worst THD, even though it provides the best torque
enhancement of 16%. Figure 44(c) illustrates that torque producing component (αβ
currents) have a better THD compared to the stator phase current, which is a feature of
the multiphase machine, where the losses are mapped in the x-y plane.
Figure 45 shows the output waveforms when the TPD-PWM of δ = 25.7° has been
applied. Figure 45(a) shows the output phase voltage and current. Figure 45 (b) shows
the loading of the IM from a lighter load to a full load. Figure 45 (c) shows the motor
speed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 45. Experimental results of TPD-PWM of δ = 25.7°. (a) phase ‘a’ current and
voltage. (b) phase ‘a’ current during loading. (c) motor speed.

5.6. Challenges
After explaining the new control techniques and converter topologies that ease the
utilization of MMCs in medium-voltage ASDs, the generation of adequate DC-link
voltage levels to supply the drive system is challenging. Conventional rectifiers suffer
transformer operation, a high number of semiconductor devices, or complicated control
schemes. In the next chapter, an AC-DC converter with boosting capability using
simple series-connected HB-modules and control scheme is proposed.
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CHAPTER 6: SERIES-CONNECTED MULTI-HALF-BRIDGE MODULES IN
MEDIUM-VOLTAGE VARIABLE SPEED DRIVES OPERATION

This chapter studies the utilization of the series-connected HB modules in
medium-voltage ASD operation. The study comprises the utilization of these modules
in providing adequate DC-link voltage for the medium-voltage levels. In addition, a
technique for the ASD regenerative braking is also adopted.
The work presented in this chapter is inspired from the HVDC shunt tap topology
proposed in [108]. That HVDC tap architecture is shown in Figure 46, which consists
of six series-connected DC capacitors connected across the DC bus. Ideally, the voltage
of each capacitor equals to the total DC voltage divided by the number of seriesconnected capacitors (i.e., Vc=Vdc/6).

Figure 46. HVDC shunt tap proposed in [88].
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Each two successive DC capacitors are used to feed a two-level HB converter. Each
half-bridge converter feeds one-phase of the three-phase load. The voltage profile of
each phase is a bipolar voltage (±Vdc/6), with a fundamental component of MVdc/6,
where M is the modulating signal peak where 0 < M < 1. This arrangement has a
bucking capability from the DC side to the AC side (inversion mode). Extra protecting
diodes (Df) have been used in this topology to block the current flow from the AC
network (tap) into the DC-link during DC line faults. However, in order to permit a
bidirectional power flow, these blocking diodes should be eliminated.
6.1. Series-Connected HB Modules as AFE Rectifier
One of the main components of any medium-voltage motor drive is the DC supply
[109], [110]. Rectifiers are used to convert the grid power into DC quantities. They are
classified into passive, hybrid, and active rectifiers [109], [111], [112]. The passive
rectifier usually consists of diodes, while the hybrid rectifier consists of a combination
of diodes and controlled switching devices. The active rectifier is only based on
controlled switching devices. Passive rectifiers are commonly used as a front-end for
medium-voltage motor drives when applied to fans, compressors, blowers, and pumps
applications, as they require neither fast-dynamic speed control nor regenerative
braking features. They are usually inexpensive and reliable. Therefore, three-phase six, twelve-, eighteen-, and twenty four-pulse diode rectifiers are ordinarily used [110].
However, such rectifiers do not meet international standards as they introduce high
harmonic content in the AC supply side. A multi-winding phase shifting transformer is
requisite for the operation of these rectifiers that introduces reliability, cost, and
footprint concerns. This transformer’s reliability is related to potential voltage and
winding imbalances which are one of the harmonic sources. In addition, the produced
DC voltage of these rectifiers contains high voltage ripples that require filtering stage.
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In hybrid rectifiers, both sinusoidal currents withdrawal and voltage regulation cannot
completely be achieved. Therefore, active rectifiers [112] were introduced in order to
withdraw sinusoidal currents from the AC mains with improved output DC voltage
ripples, as well as enabling regenerative braking features. They are able to work at high
power factor and low THD. Even though they are more expensive and less reliable. The
most common AFE rectifier is the six-switch two-level active rectifier [113].
Nevertheless, the voltage levels of the electric machines used in certain high power
industries have been immensely increased. Step-up transformers can be used in order
to elevate the AC output of the drive system. Yet, most industries tend to apply
transformer-less installation as they are bulky, high cost, and increase footprint.
Therefore, advanced active rectifiers have been introduced in order to generate medium
DC-link voltage in order to meet the voltage and power requirements of high power
applications. An NPC and flying-capacitor three-level-based rectifiers have been
introduced in [32], [114], [115]. These rectifiers can either double the DC voltage
generated from certain AC supply or reduce the voltage rating of switching devices to
half at the same DC-link level. However, they exhibit voltage drifting and balancing
issues, in addition to the high number of diodes/capacitors. Moreover, due to the
complexity of increasing their number of levels, the transformer stage may be required
as well. CHB rectifiers are introduced in [116], [117] as an active rectifier for mediumvoltage applications. However, this topology exhibits instability in output DC buses
voltages, hence switching devices are vulnerable to collapse. Hexagram multilevel
rectifier was proposed in [118]. It employs lower ratings switching devices; however,
it requires a high number of switching devices and multi-secondary isolation input
transformer. MMC was introduced as an AFE rectifier in [119]. It combines several
merits such as modularity, scalability, and redundancy.
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In this chapter, the generation of medium DC-link voltage for supplying mediumvoltage ASDs is sought using series-connected multi HB modules. The presented
approach has been inspired from the converter used in [120]. The main advantages of
the proposed configuration are reducing the switching devices rating to Vdc/3. In the
proposed configuration, six DC capacitors with a voltage rating of Vdc/6 and only six
IGBTs are employed, as well as a simple control strategy. The main drawback of
applying MMC as AFE rectifier compared to the proposed strategy is the higher number
of the required IGBTs.
6.1.1. System Architecture
The proposed configuration for generating medium DC-link voltage from the lowvoltage grid using series-connected HB modules is shown in Figure 47. The proposed
system consists of three series-connected HB modules, an isolation transformer, and Lfilter. The HBs’ DC sides are connected in series, while each of their AC sides is
connected to one phase of the grid supply through proper L-filter and single-phase
transformer as shown in Figure 47. Isolation transformers, as the input stage before the
AFE rectifier, are required. The isolating transformers provide isolated AC main phases
as inputs for the involved HB modules. The transformers with proper turns-ratio are
also used to adjust the voltage level according to the desired DC-link voltage level. On
the other hand, L-filters are required to ensure operating with a non-distorted sinusoidal
grid current with acceptable THD. L-, LC-, and LCL-filters can be used. For simplicity,
L-filter is applied in this work. The HBs’ DC-link capacitors should be chosen properly
to avoid unnecessary voltage ripples during the operation. The detailed design of the
suitable values of HBs’ capacitors and the L-filter inductors can be found in [121].
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Figure 47. Schematic of the proposed configuration.

Clearly, the proposed configuration has a boosting capability from the AC to the DC
side. Consequently, a lower AC voltage can be adopted to generate a specific DC-link
voltage; in other words, higher DC-link can be generated from the same AC main. A
six-times output DC-link voltage can be generated compared to the input AC-peak
referred to the converter side. If the peak of the input AC voltage referred to the
converter side is around Vdc/6, then an output DC-link voltage of Vdc can be obtained.
The corresponding voltage rating of each IGBT of the involved HBs is Vdc/3.
The main advantages of the proposed configuration are:


The series connection of HB modules provides operating with a high boosting
ratio, which allows generating a medium DC-link voltage from low-voltage
grids while employing a transformer with reasonable turns-ratio.



Employing relatively low-voltage rating semiconductor switches. Hence, the
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complexity and challenges of series-connection of semiconductor devices are
avoided.
6.1.2. Control Strategy
The proposed control strategy, shown in Figure 48, is based on conventional grid power
control, where PI controllers are used to control DC-link voltage as well as the grid
currents. First, α-β and d-q transformations are applied. Grid’s voltage and current are
measured. The grid voltage is fed to a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) to obtain the grid’s
phase angle, which is used for d-q transformation. Then the d-q current components can
be generated. The output DC-link voltage is measured then compared to the reference
voltage; the error is applied to a PI controller. The PI controller output represents the
reference active power current component idg*. The reference reactive power current
component iqg* is set to zero. Both reference values are compared to the measured ones.
The errors are applied to PI controllers to get the required d-q voltage components as
shown in Figure 48.

Figure 48. Control Strategy.
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Then inverse transformation is applied to the d-q voltage components to generate the
three-phase time-domain reference voltages for the involved HBs. Then inverse
transformation is applied to the d-q voltage components to generate the three-phase
time-domain reference voltages for the involved HBs. Then per-unit reference voltage
for each involved HB modules (MABC) can be extracted by using proper gain as shown
in Figure 48. Then the conventional sinusoidal PWM is employed to generate the gate
pulses of the involved HB modules (Sa, Sa’, Sb, Sb’, Sc, and Sc’).
6.1.3. Proposed system vs. Two-Level controlled rectifiers
The conventional two-level fully controlled rectifiers consist of six switching devices
as same as the proposed AFE rectifier configuration. However, the rating of the
switching devices in the proposed topology is Vdc/3, whilst the rating of the
conventional rectifier switching devices is Vdc. Moreover, in order to obtain a Vdc output
DC-link voltage, an AC input referred to converter side of peak Vdc/2 is required in the
case of the conventional rectifier, whilst a peak of Vdc/6 is required in the case of the
proposed rectifier configuration. Therefore, the proposed configuration offers a
significant advantage compared to the conventional configuration. The proposed
topology is able to generate the required DC-link voltage using switching devices of
1/3 voltage rating compared to the conventional three-phase two-level VSC with
parallel legs.
6.1.4. Simulation
In this section, the performance of the proposed configuration is simulated using
MATLAB/Simulink platform assuming different loading conditions. The simulation
model parameters are given in Table 11. The simulation case study is designed in order
to provide a DC-link voltage of 8kV to a certain drive system using the proposed
rectifier configuration. The simulation study aims to expose the boosting capabilities of
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the proposed architecture while maintaining low voltage rating switching devices.

Table 11. Simulation Parameters
DC-link voltage (kV)

8

Grid voltage (Vrms)

220

HB’s capacitor (mF)

10

L-filter reactor (mH)

5

Transformer turns ratio
Switching frequency (kHz)

310:1500
2

The simulation results are shown in Figure 49 assuming that the equivalent resistance
seen by the DC-link voltage equals 100Ω for t<2.5 s and t>3.5s, while it equals 80Ω
for 2.5s<t<3.5s. Figure 49(a) shows the output DC-link voltage. The voltage is well
regulated and tracking its reference value of 8 kV. The DC-link current is shown in
Figure 49(b). A sinusoidal grid current with low harmonics content has been withdrawn
as shown in Figure 49(c) and (d). The direct and quadrature current components of zero
reactive power operation are shown in Figure 49(e). The direct current tracks its
reference value that is extracted from the regulation of DC-link voltage. The controller
sets the quadrature current component to zero.
The HB modules’ capacitor voltages are shown in Figure 49(f) and (g). The capacitor
voltages are balanced and equal to Vdc/6. The voltage peak-to-peak ripples are low with
approximately 7.5% of the HB voltage level. An FFT was performed on the grid current
in order to obtain its THD. The grid current THD is 3 %, which is acceptable in the
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grid-connected applications as shown in Figure 49(h).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 49. Simulation results: (a) output DC-link voltage, (b) output DC-link current,
(c) grid current, (d) zoomed-in view of the grid current, (e) direct and quadrature
components of grid current, (f) HBs’ capacitors voltage, (g) zoomed-in view of HBs’
capacitors voltages, and (h) FFT spectrum of the grid current.

6.2. Application for the Series-Connected HB Modules: ASD’s Regenerative
Braking Operation
In this section, a transformerless regenerative braking topology is proposed for
integrating low-voltage high-power drives with medium-voltage DC-links, where the
obtained AC–DC voltage boosting is enough to produce the required DC-link voltage.
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6.2.1. System Architecture
A. Converter Topology
The proposed configuration for integrating a multiphase machine with DC-link is
shown in Figure 50, proposing an asymmetrical six-phase machine. The proposed
converter consists of six HB converters; their DC sides are connected in series, while
the AC side of each HB converter is connected to one phase of an open winding
asymmetrical six-phase machine. Each HB converter controls the phase current of the
corresponding generator phase. The voltages of the DC capacitors (12 capacitors in case
of a six-phase machine) are also controlled to ensure an equal voltage sharing. The
voltage share of each capacitor equals (Vdc/12), which results in a phase voltage
magnitude of MVdc/12.

Figure 50. The proposed series-connected HBs configuration.

It is clear that the proposed configuration has a good boosting capability from the AC
to the DC side; hence, relatively low-voltage machines can directly be coupled to a
relatively high voltage DC-link (Vdc) without an extra voltage boosting stage. The main
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advantages and challenges of the proposed architecture are mentioned clearly in the
following subsection.
B. Advantages and Challenges of the Proposed Converter
The proposed converter provides the following advantages:


Operation with a relatively high AC-DC boosting capability (1:2m), where m is
the number of generator phases when compared with available topologies in
literature.



Relatively low-voltage rating switching devices can be employed for a given
high DC-link voltage level.



Modular controllers can be employed, as each phase can be independently
controlled.

On the other hand, some challenges are imposed when such an architecture is employed,
which are:


The insulation level of different generator phases will be different due to the
series connection of the DC-link capacitors. The lower winding (the nearest
winding to the negative pole of the DC-link voltage) will have a lower insulation
level, namely Vdc/m, while the upper winding (the nearest winding to the
positive pole of the DC-link voltage) will have the highest insulation level
which is Vdc. The insulation level of different winding sets increases gradually
with a step of Vdc/m from the lower to the upper windings. This will impose
technical challenges if a conventional double-layer distributed winding is
adopted, which is the practical case for conventional high power generators.
Recently, the non-overlapped Fractional Slot Concentrated Winding (FSCW)
layouts [122] allow for a modular machine from the construction point of view,
which facilities the machine manufacturing and provides a more cost-effective
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design [123]. Fortunately, the modular construction with single layer winding
adopted facilitates the winding insulation process and can be a practical example
where the proposed converter can be applied. For certain slot/pole
combinations, a complete physical separation between phases can be obtained,
which highly simplify the electrical insulation of different phases [124].


Each phase of the machine is connected between the mid-point of the HB
converter leg and the mid-point of the common point between each pair of
capacitors. Hence, the phase current will circulate through these capacitors,
which corresponds to a notable voltage ripple component superimposed on the
capacitors’ voltages. This voltage ripple component depends on the operating
frequency, phase current magnitude, and the capacitance value. The average DC
voltage level across each capacitor equals Vdc/(2m) while the frequency of this
superimposed voltage ripple component equals the fundamental frequency.
Increasing the capacitance can be a simple and direct solution to reduce this
ripple voltage; however, this may end up with high capacitance values for lowvoltage high-power systems. By thoroughly investigating this problem, it has
been found that there is a relation between the capacitance value and the
fundamental phase voltage magnitude. As the capacitance value decreases, the
fundamental phase voltage increases for the same peak as the modulating signal.
This is mainly due to the induced voltage ripple component has the same
fundamental frequency. On the other hand, a low value of the DC-link
capacitors corresponds to a higher ripple current magnitude at the DC side.
Hence, a compromise should be made in the converter design between the
acceptable DC-link current ripple and the minimum capacitance that may be
employed. The effect of the capacitance value on the output voltage magnitude
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will be highlighted in the next sections.
6.2.2. The Control System
The per-phase controller for the proposed configuration is shown in Figure 51, where j
denotes the phase letter (j = a, b, c, u, v, and w in case of the six-phase system). The
control system is divided into two controllers, the current controller, and the DC voltage
controller. The details of each controller stage are illustrated in the following
subsections.

A. Current Controller
Since all phases are independently controlled and to ensure proper current tracking, two
PI controllers are used to control the current of each phase. First, the current of any
phase (ij) is measured and transformed into equivalent dq-components, as shown in
Figure 51 [125]. The synchronization angle of each phase (θj) is obtained as shown in
Figure 52. Two PI controllers are used to determine the dq voltage components as
shown in Figure 51. Then dq voltage components can be transformed into αβ voltage
components. The extracted α-component of the voltage represents the reference voltage
of the HB converter for phase (j) [125].
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Figure 51. Per-phase controller of the proposed architecture.

Figure 52. Extracting the orientation of machine phases.

Due to the series connection of the DC capacitors, the instantaneous values of the DC
sides of different HB are not equal. Hence, each DC capacitor voltage should be
measured to calculate the suitable modulating signal for each phase. Finally,
conventional sinusoidal PWM modulation can be simply employed to control the
voltage of each phase based on the extracted per-phase reference modulating voltage
signal (v*j).
B. DC Capacitor Voltage Controller
The DC capacitor voltage controller is employed to ensure equal voltage distribution
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among the series-connected DC side capacitors. In the capacitor voltage controller of
the proposed architecture, the half of the per-phase DC-side voltage (Vdcj) is compared
with the total DC voltage divided by the total number of DC capacitors (12 in case of
the six-phase machine). A PI-controller is then used to generate the required quadrature
component of the corresponding reference current to ensure equal voltage distribution
in case of any possible mismatch, as shown in Figure 51.
6.2.3. Simulation
In this section, the system performance of a typical 2MW drive system is simulated
using Matlab/Simulink. The DC side of the proposed architecture is connected to a DClink of 4kV. The simulation parameters are shown in Table 12.

Table 12. Simulation Data
PMSM rated power (MW)

2

Frequency (Hz)

50

Per-phase inductance of the winding (µH)

200

Per-phase resistance of the winding (mΩ)

0.3

Per-phase rated voltage peak (V)

200

iqj* and idj* (A)

-3000 (rated) and 0 respectively

DC-link capacitances

Case 1: 200 mF (High capacitance)
Case 2: 50 mF (lower capacitance)

Carrier frequency (kHz)

5
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First, the effect of capacitance value on the output voltage and the capacitor ripple
voltage is investigated in the presented simulation study. Then, a simulation case study
of the overall system under variable speed is introduced.
A. Effect of DC-link Capacitances on System Performance
To investigate the effect of capacitor design on the system performance, the system
performance is compared under two different values of the module capacitors, namely,
200mF and 50mF. The capacitance is relatively high because the machine phase voltage
is low (200V peak) while the phase current is relatively high (3kA peak). The
corresponding simulation results for these two values are shown in Figure 53 and Figure
54 respectively, assuming a fundamental output frequency of 50 Hz and the induced
EMF of phase ‘a’ is taken as a reference.
The modulating signals for both cases are shown in Figure 53(a) and Figure 54(a)
respectively. Figure 53(b) and Figure 54(b) show that the capacitor voltages are
balanced in both cases, and the per-phase DC-voltages are balanced as well, and their
summation equals to the total DC-link voltage of the proposed converter. The capacitor
ripple voltage magnitudes mainly depend on the magnitude of phase currents and the
selected capacitances. As a result, the voltage fluctuations in the case of low DC-link
capacitances are higher, which results in a higher possible fundamental output voltage.
To have the same output voltage in both cases, the peak value of the modulating signals
in case of low DC-link capacitances will be lower, as depicted by Figure 53(a) and
Figure 54(a).
The phase currents in both cases are shown in Figure 53(c) and Figure 54(c)
respectively. It is clear that the currents are identical and their peak magnitude equals
the absolute of quadrature current reference |iq*| (i.e., 3000A), which confirms
successful current tracking of the proposed controller.
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Figure 53. Simulation results for a high DC-link capacitance (200mF) at rated
frequency: (a) Modulating signals of the involved HB converters, (b) DC-link
voltages, (c) Phase currents, (d) Per-phase output voltages (phase a), (e) DC voltage
and scaled-up current at the DC terminals of the proposed architecture, (f) Input (AC
side) and output (DC side) powers.
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Figure 54. Simulation results for a low DC-link capacitance (50mF) at rated
frequency: (a) Modulating signals of the involved HB converters, (b) DC-link
voltages, (c) Phase currents, (d) Per-phase output voltages (phase a), (e) DC voltage
and scaled up current at the DC terminals of the proposed architecture, and (f) Input
(AC side) and output (DC side) powers.

The output phase voltage and the EMF induced-voltage of Phase ‘a’ for both cases are
shown in Figure 53(d) and Figure 54(d) as well. It is clear that the fundamental
component of the phase voltage (va) is identical in both cases, which is expected for the
same current reference and per phase machine impedance.
Finally, Figure 53(f) and Figure 54(f) show the machine AC side power and the DC
side power in both cases. It is clear that the AC side power is higher than the DC side
power as the power flow is from the AC side to the DC side (i.e., rectification mode).
The power difference represents the system losses (2.5% losses in the presented case).
The DC-side power in case of low capacitance has an oscillatory component as a
reflection to the DC current ripple shown in Figure 53(e).
Figure 53(e) and Figure 53(e) show the DC-link voltage and current in both cases. It
has to be noted that the converter DC voltage is constant in both cases apart from the
capacitance value is low or high. On the other hand, the DC-link current ripple
magnitude in case of low capacitance value is higher as expected. Smoother current can
be obtained by employing a smoothing reactor at the DC side.
It is worth mentioning that the total capacitor stored energy is likely more important
than the absolute capacitance value in order to quantify the capacitor volume from a
practical perspective. Practical experience advises that a total capacitor sorted energy
of 30-40kJ/MVA is acceptable in designing practical modular multilevel converters
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[32], [33]. This energy can be simply calculated from:
𝑬=

𝟏
𝑵 𝑪 𝑽𝟐𝒄
𝟐 𝒄

(6.1)

where C is the capacitance, Vc is the average capacitor voltage, and Nc is the total
number of capacitors.
For the presented simulation case study, the corresponding energy stored equals
approximately 80 kJ/MVA and 20 kJ/MVA for the 200mF and 50mF capacitors,
respectively. Hence, the total energy stored in the 50mF case is within the acceptable
practical range, while providing an acceptable system performance.
B. System Dynamic Performance
In this subsection, the system dynamic performance is presented assuming a
regenerative speed profile, assuming that the machine speed linearly varies from 1pu at
t = 1s to 0.8pu at t = 1.1s. The simulation results are shown in Figure 55, assuming a
value of 200 mF for all capacitors. Figure 55(a) shows that the magnitude of the
modulating signals decreases with the speed reduction. Figure 55(b) shows the effect
of the speed reduction on the capacitor voltages.
It is clear that the capacitors’ voltage ripple magnitude decreases with the reduction in
the phase current (iq*) to (0.8)2 pu, as shown in Figure 55(c). Finally, the variation of
the AC side and DC side powers are shown in Figure 55(d). The input AC power drops
to (0.8)3 pu when speed decreases to 0.8 pu, which is expected as the mechanical power
3
of the PMSG (Pm) is proportional to 𝜔𝑚
.
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Figure 55. Dynamic performance of the system after reduction of mechanical speed:
(a) Modulating signals of the involved HB converters, (b) DC-link voltages, (c)
Phase currents, (d) AC side and DC side powers.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

7.1. Conclusions
In summary, this thesis has focused on the MMC-based MV-ASD applications,
mainly subsea oil and gas recovery. The operation of MMC-based motor drives has
encountered several challenges as follows:
1) The zero-/low-speed operation of the MMC in case employed in drive systems.
2) The bulkiness of the drive system in medium-voltage levels due to the presence of
low-frequency step-up transformation and filter stage at the output.
3) Output torque enhancement.
4) The supply of proper DC-link voltage to the drive system.
Those challenges have been addressed in this thesis. The main challenge is the zero/low-speed operation of MMC-based ASDs. This thesis introduced an approach for
exploiting the additional degrees of freedom of a five-phase machine to enable stable
operation of an MMC-based drive system under zero-/low-speed operation. The x-y
plane’s current components are injected under zero-/low-speed operation to enable
adequate capacitors voltages balancing. These injected secondary current components
are reduced as the machine start to accelerate up to higher speeds. With the given
proposed concept, the experimental validation proved that the capacitor voltage could
be as low as 5% under very low fundamental frequency. The salient advantages of the
proposed technique can be summarized as follows:
1) No additional control algorithm is required as the control of the x-y currents is
inherited in any multiphase-based drive system.
2) The injected x-y currents do not contribute to torque production.
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3) Since the injected x-y voltage components are only required under low-speed
operation, the proposed concept will not affect the converter maximum voltage
utilization.
4) The proposed x-y injection method is valid for any multiphase machine with
distributed stator windings.
5) The proposed technique uses only the output current to perform balancing during
zero-/low-speed intervals.
6) Only output current sensors are required.
7) No change in the converter current rating is needed.
Moreover, this thesis deals with the bulkiness of the drive system. A five-phase
hybrid-boost MMC-based IM drive was investigated in this thesis as an alternative to
the bulky drive systems used in MV applications such as subsea oil and gas recovery.
Generally, a stepped AC output voltage with a peak of up to kVdc, where k > 1, can be
obtained at the output terminals of the (2k-1):2 hybrid-boost MMC with a reduced
number of semiconductor devices when compared to existing boost MMC
configurations. Having a boosting capability results in eliminating the bulky lowfrequency step-up transformer. In the presented case study, a hybrid-boost MMC,
which contains a combination of FB-SMs and HB-SMs with a ratio of 1:2, is employed.
The hybrid-boost MMC is able to deliver an AC output voltage magnitude that is twice
the voltage of other medium-voltage MV converters including the conventional MMC
(i.e., k=1). The high output quality also eliminates the need for the filtering stage at the
output side. In addition, the multiphase machine enhances the drive system fault
tolerance capability and reduces the torque ripple at a relatively low switching
frequency, which are critical needs for MV applications. The presented drive system
exhibited a good performance with low current THD and torque ripples at a relatively
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low switching frequency of 2 kHz. The SMs capacitors were balanced with the
presented voltage balancing technique. The proposed system was investigated in
simulation using MATLAB/Simulink. Then the performance of the 1:2 hybrid-boost
MMC was experimentally tested on a downscaled prototype. The obtained
experimental results combined with the simulation study demonstrate the good
potential for the converter.
Output torque enhancement has been sought in this thesis using the proposed TPDPWM. A significant torque enhancement can be reached using TPD-PWM of 25.7°
slope angle with a THD content close to that obtained using SPD-PWM. Adopting a
trapezoidal waveform-based modulation inherently enables the reduction of switching
frequencies. Thereafter, an increase of the drive system utilization, reduction of
switching losses, and simple implementation of the modulation reference can be
obtained.
In order to generate an adequate DC-link voltage levels MV-ASDs, a series-connected
multi HB modules-based AFE rectifier has been proposed in this thesis. The proposed
approach has sought the generation of high DC-link voltage employing low rating
switching devices. For the same AC side voltage, the proposed approach generates a
DC-link voltage level three times greater than the voltage generated by conventional
two-level fully controlled rectifier, with lower switching devices ratings by 1/3. The
simulation case study has addressed the proposed configuration. It has been revealed
that a boosted output DC-link voltage of 8 kV can be obtained from a grid peak voltage
of 310 V. The proposed control strategy has exhibited fast response providing output
voltage ripples of 3.75% and grid current THD of 2.99%.
Generally, a series-connected multi HB-modules with a boosting gain from AC to DC
sides equals 2m, where m is the number of AC sides phases, can be obtained. The
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proposed approach can effectively provide a transformerless operation while
employing relatively low-voltage semiconductor switches, which enhances system
efficiency, simplicity, and cost.
7.2. Future Work
The thesis covered the main challenges of MMC-based drive systems. However, the
following points can be considered for further improvement of the system
compatibility.
1) Investigating the drive system tolerance during faulty states. As mentioned, the
MMC exhibits high reliability due to the possibility of installing redundant SMs
that can be equipped during a fault in the converter semiconductor devices.
Meanwhile, multiphase machines are well known for their fault tolerance
capabilities.
2) Examining the proposed system performance and response to a different number of
machine phases experimentally. The proposed systems in this thesis are believed to
be applicable to any number of phases above three. The extended study may need
to be applied, for instance, to the asymmetrical six-phase machines.
3) Long cables associated with the drive system in specific applications, such as subsea
oil and gas recovery, represents a challenge due to the traveling waves and voltage
drop. MMC is believed to be suitable to such concerns as its output contains low
harmonic content compared to other converters, plus the boosting capabilities
proposed in this thesis may cope with the voltage drop concerns. The effect of the
long cables on MMC-based MV-ASDs may be investigated experimentally as well
as using simulation tools.
4) Integrating a Silicon Carbide (SiC)-based MMC. The proposed systems may benefit
the following merits of SiC-based switching devices compared to conventional Si131

counterparts:


Higher operating temperatures.



Better output waveforms due to the higher permissible switching
frequencies.



Higher efficiency



Reducing the number of the converter levels to two levels using high voltage
rating of SiC switching devices (up to 15kV).
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APPENDIX
Appendix A: Five-Phase IM Mathematical Model

𝑣𝛼𝑠 = 𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝛼𝑠 + 𝑝𝜆𝛼𝑠 − 𝜔𝑠 𝜆𝛽𝑆

(A.1)

𝑣𝛽𝑠 = 𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝛽𝑠 + 𝑝𝜆𝛽𝑠 + 𝜔𝑠 𝜆𝛼𝑆

(A.2)

𝑣𝛼𝑟 = 0 = 𝑟𝑟 𝑖𝛼𝑟 + 𝑝𝜆𝛼𝑟 − (𝜔𝑠 − 𝜔𝑟 )𝜆𝛽𝑟

(A.3)

𝑣𝛽𝑟 = 0 = 𝑟𝑟 𝑖𝛽𝑟 + 𝑝𝜆𝛽𝑟 + (𝜔𝑠 − 𝜔𝑟 )𝜆𝛼𝑟

(A.4)

𝑣𝑥𝑠 = 𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑥𝑠 + 𝑝𝜆𝑥𝑠

(A.5)

𝑣𝑦𝑠 = 𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑦𝑠 + 𝑝𝜆𝑦𝑠

(A.6)

𝜆𝛼𝑠 = (𝐿𝑙𝑠 + 𝐿𝑀 )𝑖𝛼𝑠 +𝐿𝑀 𝑖𝛼𝑟

(A.7)

𝜆𝛽𝑠 = (𝐿𝑙𝑠 + 𝐿𝑀 )𝑖𝛽𝑠 +𝐿𝑀 𝑖𝛽𝑟

(A.8)

𝜆𝛼𝑟 = (𝐿𝑙𝑟 + 𝐿𝑀 )𝑖𝛼𝑟 +𝐿𝑀 𝑖𝛼𝑠

(A.9)

𝜆𝛽𝑟 = (𝐿𝑙𝑟 + 𝐿𝑀 )𝑖𝛽𝑟 +𝐿𝑀 𝑖𝛽𝑠

(A.10)

𝜆𝑥𝑠 = 𝐿𝑙𝑠 𝑖𝑥𝑠

(A.11)

𝜆𝑦𝑠 = 𝐿𝑙𝑠 𝑖𝑦𝑠

(A.12)

Where Lls is stator leakage inductance, Llr is rotor leakage inductance. LM is magnetizing
inductance, λαs is alpha-axis stator flux linkage, λβs is beta-axis stator flux linkage, λαr
is alpha-axis rotor flux linkage, λβr is beta-axis rotor flux linkage, rs is stator resistance,
rr is rotor resistance, p is the derivative operator, ωs is stator angular frequency, ωr is
rotor angular frequency.
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Appendix B: Samples of Simulink Models

(a)

(b)
Figure B.1. Simulation of x-y Sensor-based Control. (a) Overall Simulink Model, (b)
MMC Model.
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(a)

(b)
Figure B.2. Simulation of Series-Connected HB-Modules AFE. (a) Overall AFE
Rectifier Simulink Model, (b) HB Series-Connected Modules Converter.
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